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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

There is no doubt that the Canada-European Union Comprehensive Economic and Trade
Agreement (CETA) will provide positive and long-lasting economic benefits for Atlantic Canadian
small- and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) looking to expand their horizons in the European
public procurement market.

Size of the opportunity
According to the Global Affairs Canada, the total public procurement market in the European Union
(EU) is worth $3.3 trillion. The EU is a major customer for Canadian SME products and services and
accounts for more than thirteen percent of total Canadian SME exports. As negotiated, the CETA
treaty will open up new national and regional procurement opportunities to Canadian companies.

Top three EU market opportunities
The most attractive three markets in the EU, when considering the amount of public procurement,
language and low corruption levels, are the United Kingdom, France, and the Netherlands.
• United Kingdom – Major areas where the government is focusing future investment include:
digitizing government services, national and international security, and infrastructure
• France – The French government is focusing its investment on education, health,
and transportation
• Netherlands – The government of the Netherlands is focusing investment on infrastructure,
and national and international security
All of these sectors align well with growth sectors.

Enabler for public procurement opportunities
Four key principles in CETA’s government procurement chapter will govern the treatment of Canadian
companies seeking to take advantage of opportunities in the EU public procurement market:
1. Non-discrimination: Provides Canadian firms with considerably improved assurances
regarding non-discrimination on procurement of goods and services by EU public entities.
2. Transparency: Public procurement that meets the thresholds for the application of the CETA
treaty must be made public on single point of electronic access, and ensure transparency in the
application of the vendor selection criteria.
3. Impartiality: Clarifies procedural rules that EU countries must apply to enhance the fairness of
the procedural process. Rules for supplier participation, qualification, negotiations, and contract
award are defined.
4. Accountability: The procedures to address challenges regarding the application of the CETA
treaty are defined.
These principles amount to immediate and unconditional treatment that is no less favourable than
that afforded to EU member state firms when offering goods and services.
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Strategies to seize the opportunity
Results of an online survey and the EU public procurement database reveals that few Atlantic
Canadian companies are prioritizing the EU public procurement market. While it is a large market,
there are challenges in bidding on public procurement opportunities in foreign countries. CETA
will improve conditions for SMEs seeking out opportunities by levelling the playing field with EU
competitors. Based on interviews with Atlantic Canadian SMEs and EU trade consultants, SMEs can
be successful if they seek out the following:
• Knowledge and research assistance for individual EU markets
• Supports and resources for building sales and distribution networks
• Assistance to specialize their products or services.
Atlantic-based trade commissioners and economic and export development organizations play an
integral role in providing the education, supports, and networks to enable Atlantic Canadian SMEs
to realize the greater potential of the EU public procurement market.

6 / Atlantic Chamber of Commerce
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How does CETA open EU government
markets to Atlantic Canadian SMEs?
Canadian companies will have
equal access to procurement
opportunities covered by the
CETA procurement chapter.

CETA will reduce or eliminate tariff
barriers for most products. On
day one of the CETA’s entry into
force 98% of all EU tariff lines for
Canadian goods will be dutyfree immediately.

Priority markets for Atlantic Canada
companies, when considering the size
of public procurement market in billion
CAD, language, and cultural affinities.

Atlantic Canadian companies will
need strategies to address barriers
like local presence, language, and
culture in order to be successful
selling in these markets.

CETA will provide
improved, guaranteed,
and secured access
to the EU public
procurement market
for Atlantic Canadian
SMEs, which is
estimated to be worth
$3.3 trillion annually.

The Netherlands

$4.6B
UK

$16.9B
France

$12.5B

How should Atlantic Canadian
SME’s assess the opportunity?
Identify market
opportunities.
Assess items such
as language and
cultural affinity.

Differentiate the
product. Market the
product or service
as a niche product
or service offering.

Physical presence
in the market.
Select an agency,
partnership, or direct
sales channel model.

Access

Differentiate

Execute

Opportunities for Atlantic Canadian SMEs in the EU Government Procurement Market

What can Atlantic SMEs do?
• Work with national and
local government, business
development organizations,
and chambers of commerce.
• Establish relationships by
participating in networking, trade,
and business development events.
• Invest in establishing a local
presence, either through an
agent or distribution network,
or through acquisition.
Atlantic Chamber of Commerce
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Introduction
This research project has been conducted for the Atlantic Chamber of Commerce (ACC). The
report is intended to match potential European public procurement trade opportunities with
identified products and services provided by Atlantic Canadian SMEs.
In support of the research, the project team conducted interviews with selected Atlantic
Canadian SME exporters, including some that are currently exporting to the EU. A summary
of individuals and organizations interviewed is included in Appendix A. Two illustrative case
studies of Atlantic Canadian SMEs are presented in Appendix B as examples of approaches that
SMEs could use to increase success in public procurement markets in the EU. The case studies
highlight strategies which have been used in exporting to public organizations and present the
challenges and opportunities new entrants might encounter.
The report addresses the following profiles of EU public procurement, broken down in
5 sections describing:

1. Public Procurement
in the EU

An overview of the EU public procurement market, CETA,
and analyses relating to the EU public procurement
market their exports and export markets

2. Atlantic
Canadian SMEs

A profile of Atlantic Canadian SMEs, their exports and
export markets

3. Opportunities for
Atlantic SMEs in
Public Procurement

Prioritized markets and sectors, and specific
country profiles

4. Challenges
to Consider

Barriers to entry and technical requirements

5. Preparing to
Export to the EU

Practical tips and checklists for SMEs’ consideration to
explore opportunities in the EU

Opportunities for Atlantic Canadian SMEs in the EU Government Procurement Market
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1. PUBLIC PROCUREMENT IN THE EU

In this chapter the reader will find:
• EU Public Procurement Overview
• What is CETA?
• Tariff Reductions
• Trade in Services
• EU Government Procurement Non-Discrimination
• High Value Sectors

EU Public Procurement Overview
Public procurement is sometimes used as a mechanism for promoting trade, innovation and
stimulating SMEs, and is a huge contributor to economic activity. Measured by GDP, the EU is the largest
market in the world and accounts for 20% of global imports and exports. According to Global Affairs
Canada, the public procurement market in the EU is worth $3.3 trillion.1 About one third of this trade
occurs with non-member states.2
The three industry sectors that have published the largest number of procurement contracts are
medical equipment, construction, and sewage/refuse/environmental services. The sectors with the
highest value of published contracts are in construction, transport, and medical equipment. Combining
changes under CETA and local competitive advantages, Atlantic Canadian SMEs should be able to
seize a greater portion of this lucrative market because of preferential access to EU procurement
and competitive opportunities to win key government contracts. The following analysis of public
procurement demand in the EU is based on Tenders Electronic Daily (TED), the online version of the
Supplement to the Official Journal’ of the EU, dedicated to European public procurement. TED is an
online platform that publishes tenders of EU public entities and award notices for companies to view.
TED provides free access to business opportunities from the EU, the European Economic Area, and
beyond. Every day, an average of 1,700 public procurement notices are published on TED. Companies
can browse, search and sort procurement notices by country, region, business sector and setup personal
notifications of tenders that may be of interest. All notices from the EU’s institutions are published in full
in the 24 official EU languages, however, the detailed information and requirements of the contracts are
not required to be translated.
The TED database contains detailed information about every above threshold procurement tender.3
It also contains a relatively small number of below threshold contracts that are voluntarily published.
Appendix E provides a breakdown of the value of EU tenders by product or service and the number of
Atlantic SMEs operating in each sector.

1

Global Affairs Canada (2016). Canada-European Union: Comprehensive Economic and Trade Agreement (CETA). Retrieved from: http://www.
international.gc.ca/trade-agreements-accords-commerciaux/agr-acc/ceta-aecg/benefits-avantages/sectors-secteurs.aspx?lang=eng

2

European Union (2015). About the EU. The Economy. Retrieved from: http://europa.eu/about-eu/facts-figures/economy/index_en.htm
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The data reviewed for this report was recorded between 1 January 2012 and 22 May 2015. The data was
analyzed to extract market trends for the past three years and improve the reader’s understanding of
the EU public procurement market and evaluate the size of public procurement opportunities in each
country and industry.
Thresholds: Public procurement contracts over €135,000 must be published on the EU TED website.4 In
2014, more than 500,000 contracts were published on TED. Of these contracts, approximately 325,000
were awarded with a total value of €262.6 billion.
Several notable observations can be made about the TED data:
• About 50% the contracts published in 2014 originated from Poland and France. Note the following:
Eastern European countries still suffer from after effects belonging to the Soviet Block and lack
capacity. Consideration of these opportunities should adequately include assessment of corruption
levels in these countries.
• About two thirds of EU above threshold procurement spending comes from the United Kingdom,
France, Italy, Poland, Spain and Germany.
Once implemented, CETA is expected to initiate shifts in the flow of goods, services, and investments
both from Canada and into Canada.5 Appendix F provides a detailed analysis of EU procurement
contracts by volume, value, sector and to what country they were awarded between 2012 and 2015.
The reader should review this information in the process of assessing the attractiveness and cost of
establishing a presence in a particular market.

What is CETA?
Our survey and discussions with Atlantic Canadian SME’s revealed that most Atlantic Canadian SME’s are
aware of CETA; however, very few fully understand the impact of the agreement on public procurement
and the export opportunity that it will create for their businesses.
CETA will allow SMEs to take advantage of lower tariffs when exporting to the EU. Once ratified, it will
remove tariffs and will provide equal access to EU public and private markets, including a wider range
of public sector customers at regional and municipal levels. CETA will establish a framework for cross
border public procurement that will remove virtually all trade barriers for Atlantic Canadian companies
looking to sell to the EU’s public sector.
Several Atlantic SME’s noted that a perceived bias by EU companies to buy from local suppliers, and
complex procurement processes have limited their interest in EU public procurement. CETA should
reduce these concerns by making EU public procurement more process-driven in order to increase
equity and transparency and reduce prices. Currently, EU public procurement is not very open to foreign
companies (as evidenced through existing tariff and non-tariff barriers), but CETA is intended to create
an environment whereby central governments, local sub-central, regional, or municipal governments
treat Canadian suppliers equally compared to EU suppliers on opportunities covered by CETA.

3

European Union. Public Contracts Rules and Procedures. Retrieved from: http://europa.eu/youreurope/business/public-tenders/rules-procedures/index_en.htm; Thresholds:
• General public supply and service contracts: €130,000 for central government and €200,000 for local government
• Public work contracts: €5,000,000

4

European Commission (2016). Single Market and Standards, Thresholds. Retrieved from: http://ec.europa.eu/growth/single-market/public-procurement/rules-implementation/
thresholds/index_en.htm

5

Osler Hoskin and Harcourt LLP (2015). Legal Review. Retrieved from: https://legalyearinreview.ca/en/tpp-and-ceta-landmark-trade-deals-that-canadian-businesses-need-to-understand/
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The risk around implementation is heightened due to growing nationalistic political sentiment
and distrust of free trade agreements like CETA and the Trans-Atlantic Trade and Investment
Partnership (TTIP). Criticism is increasing about the unmitigated impacts of international trade
agreements, especially regarding the lack of effective policy measures to counteract economic
expansion and contraction in vulnerable sectors such as manufacturing. The World Trade
Organization has noted that the rate of adoption for protectionist barriers to trade remains high
and the pace has not materially changed since 2013.6 While this nationalistic sentiment increases
the risk of EU member states not fully implementing the agreement, the same protectionist
sentiment in the US could drive out opportunities for Canadian businesses and force them to
seek EU markets as an alternative.

Tariff Reductions
CETA will reduce or eliminate tariff barriers for most products. On day one of the Agreement’s entry
into force, 98% of all EU tariff lines for Canadian goods will become duty-free immediately. This will
rise to 99% when all phase-outs are complete, seven years after entry into force. For agricultural
goods, close to 94% of EU agricultural tariff lines will be duty-free immediately (95% when all
phase-outs are complete). Appendix G provides an extensive description of who is covered, what
is exempt, minimum thresholds, and additional information relevant to understanding public
procurement in Europe.
Currently, tariffs are a barrier to trade for companies seeking to enter the EU market. Tariff barriers
are set based on product and country of origin and vary greatly even in the same product category.
To illustrate how significantly the market access for Canadian goods is constrained, currently only
25% of Canadian goods enter the EU market duty-free. The following is a sample list of current EU
tariffs on key categories of Canadian exports:

Product

Current Tariff

Automotive Products’

22.0%

Chemical and Plastics

6.5%

Fish and Seafood

25.0%

Iron and Steel

5.7%

Machinery and Equipment

8.0%

Medical Devices

3.7%

Wood

10.0%

Source: TARIC and World Trade Organization website

6

EY (2016). Making Sense of a World in Motion – A Global Trade Perspective.P.4. Retrieved from: http://www.ey.com/Publication/vwLUAssets/ey-making-sense-of-a-world-in-motion/$FILE/
ey-making-sense-of-a-world-in-motion.pdf
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To further demonstrate current market restrictions, below are some illustrative examples of tariffs
on commonly traded Atlantic Canadian goods.

Product Category

Product

Current Tariff

Live lobster
Seafood products

Wood products

8.0%

Preserved sardines

12.5%

Mackerel

25.0%

Most wood products

0.0%

Carpentry wood

2.1%

Boards

4.9%

Plywood

7.0%

Source: TARIC and World Trade Organization website

Trade in Services
Besides the elimination of tariffs on goods, another key aspect of CETA is the liberalization of
trade in services commitments, such as the elimination of economic needs tests. These tests
require that foreign market entrants prove that there is an economic need for their activities in
the country, usually involving significant legal and feasibility study costs.7 Such activities can be
costly and may give rise to arbitrary decisions. The impact of removing this trade restriction is
potentially enormous, as commercial services account for about two thirds of GDP in European
economies and about 70 percent of total employment in Europe.8 The benefit for foreign suppliers
is largely unknown because the liberalization of trade in services among EU countries has only been
progressing gradually, following the adoption of the Directive on Services in the Internal Market in
2006, and with the European Commission (EC) issuance of a Protocol on services of general interest
in 2007. It will take some time for the benefits to become fully apparent within Europe. In this sense,
CETA allows Canadian businesses a rare opportunity, as there is very little catch-up for them to
compete with European companies, who are also only beginning to pursue cross-border public
procurement in services elsewhere in the EU.
CETA also allows for temporary entry provisions, which are critical for trade in services. Temporary
entry provisions allow businesses to provide after-sale service for their products in the EU, making
their products more attractive to EU buyers. For example, technology providers will now have a
greater chance of success getting an initial sale of their products, because they will be free to fulfill
after-sales maintenance, training and monitoring commitments.

7

European Commission (2016). The EU Single Market. Retrieved from: http://ec.europa.eu/internal_market/services/docs/services-dir/implementation/examples_en.pdf

8

Kox, Henk L.M. and Lejour, Arjan. CPB The Netherlands Bureau for Economic Policy Analysis (2006). Dynamic Effects of European Services Liberalisation: More to be Gained. Retrieved
from: http://mpra.ub.uni-muenchen.de/3751/
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However, businesses contemplating export sales involving on-site service and maintenance
agreements should be aware of credential recognition in their target markets. In support of
facilitating access to European markets, architects and engineers in Canada have already moved
to ensure mutual recognition of their credentials in the EU; other regulated professions need
to follow suit. In Canada, this issue is further complicated by provincial and professional selfregulation. Therefore, considerable cooperation will be required among accrediting authorities, as
well leadership from the federal government, to ensure Canadian professionals are truly able to
maximize EU opportunities in the near future.

EU Government Procurement
Non-Discrimination
Another change to note is that CETA generally provides Canadian firms with considerable
assurances regarding non-discrimination. This amounts to immediate and unconditional treatment
that is no less favourable than that afforded to goods and services from EU Member State firms.
In addition, domestic suppliers and potential trade partners are protected from discriminatory
treatment, regardless of their affiliation with or ownership by Canadian firms, and regardless of
whether their goods or services are being sourced from Canada.
In negotiating the CETA agreement, both parties recognized the importance of including subnational government entities. As a result, CETA will generally, considerably expand the number of
public entities required to assure non-discrimination.
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High Value Sectors
Comparing the value of contracts published on TED shows that the construction sector accounts
for a 30 percent share of the total awarded contracts in 2014, followed by transport services,
medical equipment and IT services.
Total value of contracts awarded on TED in Billions of Euros, by type of product and service (2014)
Transport services (excl. Waste transport)
Transport equipment and auxiliary
products to transportation
Sewage, refuse, cleaning and
environmental services
Repair and maintenance services
Petroleum products, fuel, electricity
and other sources of energy
Medical equipments, pharmaceuticals
and personal care products
IT services: consulting, software
development, internat and support
Financial and insurance services
Construction work
Business services: law, marketing, consulting,
recruitment, printing and security

0
Source: Tenders Electronic Daily data and team analysis

20

40

60

80

Billion €

Key findings from reviews with Ernst & Young (EY) EU market leaders confirmed that many EU
governments currently have a large interest in health care, IT, technology and communication
products and services. These market leaders also observed that companies with high value-added
or niche products and services were more likely to be successful as foreign bidders in the EU public
procurement market. On the other hand, bids on commodities tend to be solely selected on price,
for which competition with local and or large firms is logically very challenging. These observations
reinforce the concept that even under the terms of CETA, Atlantic SMEs entering the EU market
should actively develop a differentiation strategy.
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Six public procurement contracts were awarded to Atlantic Canadian companies over the past
three years. Analysis of these contracts identified that the awards align well with Atlantic Canada’s
ICT focus and entrepreneurial activity.

Canada

Atlantic Canada Awards

Year

Number of
contracts

Total value
of contracts
(M€)

Number of
contracts

Contracting
authority
countries

Contracting
companies

2012

52

32

4

• United Kingdom

• Caris, NB

• Romania

• East Coast
Management
Group
Canada, NB
• Torbay Aero
services, NL

Products/
services bought

• Research and
Development
• Education and
training services
• Transport

2013

60

32

1

• Ireland

• Remsoft, NB

• IT

2014

62

163

1

• Hungary

• C-Therm
Technologies,
NB

• Industrial
Robots

Source: Tenders Electronic Daily data and team analysis
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2. ATLANTIC SMEs

In this chapter the reader will find:
• A Definition of SMEs in the Context of Atlantic Canada
• Comparative Advantages of Atlantic SMEs
• Sectors where Growth in EU Purchases match Atlantic Products and Service
• What Sectors Atlantic SMEs are and should be Targeting
• Results of a Survey of Atlantic SME Export Activity in EU Procurement Markets

Atlantic SME Definition and Profile

What is
an SME?

Due to the characteristics of the Atlantic market, the definition in this report was reduced to include
organizations that better fit the average profile of Atlantic Canadian SMEs with the greatest potential
to access and leverage both export and public procurement markets in the EU. To refine the scope
of the analysis and organize the data collection process, the agreed-upon definition of an SME is an
organization having approximately 100 employees or less, with $5M to $10M in sales. In contrast,
Innovation, Science, and Economic Development Canada defines small and medium enterprises as
having 1-99 employees and 100-499 employees, respectively.9

Atlantic Canadian Differentiators
The following are some competitive advantages that most Atlantic Canadian SMEs have for
entering the EU public procurement market:
• The bilingual language ability of many Atlantic businesses allows them to target 9 EU member
states where the majority of the population speaks English and 3 EU member states where the
official language is French. For more details, see Appendix C.
• Many established Atlantic Canadian SMEs already have experience exporting, especially to the
United States and Europe. In an Industry Canada 2015 SME Profile, 50% of Atlantic Canadian
SME export sales were to the US and 39% to Europe.10
• A large number of Atlantic Canadian companies are active in the IT sector, which is a large
public procurement market in the EU.11
• Access to large commercial ports in Saint John, NB, St. John’s NL, and Halifax, NS.
• The cost of doing business in Atlantic Canada is relatively low compared to the rest of Canada.
Lower wages12 and lower real estate13 give companies more flexibility in their pricing and/or an
opportunity for better profit margins.
• The historically low Canadian dollar compared to the euro makes the price of Canadian
products and services more competitive.
9

Innovation, Science, and Economic Development Canada (2016). SME Research and Statistics. Retrieved from: http://www.ic.gc.ca/eic/site/061.nsf/eng/Home
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Atlantic Canadian Industries, Services, and Products
The available data on current exports indicates particular strengths among Atlantic Canadian
SMEs in agri-food across all four provinces, and also in the forestry sector with the exception of
Prince Edward Island. Recent figures show that France and the UK are among the leading export
destinations for two of the region’s provinces, while the Netherlands is also among the top export
destinations for Newfoundland and Labrador. A more complete analysis of current export activity
by volume and country is included in Appendix F.
Below is a listing of growth industries and corresponding estimates of EU public procurement
value by sector. Atlantic growth sectors are well aligned to take advantage of significant
opportunities in EU public procurement:

Atlantic Growth Industries14
Agriculture and agri-food
Aquaculture
Seafood
Business and professional services

Estimated EU Public
Procurement Value by
Sector (2014)
€2B
€2B
€7B

Construction

€83B

Energy

€13B

Information and communications technology
E-business

€18B

Ocean technologies
Research and development
Environmental technologies

€1B

Biotechnology

As highlighted to the
left, the most valuable
sectors in the EU by total
contracts awarded are:
construction, information
and communications
technology, e-business, and
energy. These EU Sectors
map well with the Atlantic
Canadian focus on the ICT
and Energy sectors and
is more fully analyzed in
Appendix F.

Source: Tenders Electronic Daily and team analysis

10

Industry Canada (2015). SME Profile, Canadian Exporters. P.9. Retrieved from: https://www.ic.gc.ca/eic/site/061.nsf/vwapj/SMEPCE-PPMEEC_2015_eng.pdf/$file/SMEPCEPPMEEC_2015_eng.pdf

11

Atlantic Canada Opportunities Agency (2012). Local Ideas, Global Impact. Retrieved from: http://www.acoa-apeca.gc.ca/eng/Pages/ICT.aspx

12

Statistics Canada (2015). Earnings, Average Weekly, by Province and Territory. Retrieved from: http://www.statcan.gc.ca/tables-tableaux/sum-som/l01/cst01/labr79-eng.htm

13

Canadian Real Estate Association (2016). National Average Price Map. Retrieved from: http://www.crea.ca/housing-market-stats/national-average-price-map/

14

Atlantic Canada Opportunities Agency (2015). Atlantic Canada. Retrieved from: http://www.acoa-apeca.gc.ca/eng/ImLookingFor/Pages/AboutAtlanticCanada.aspx
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Atlantic Canadian SME Exports to Public and
Private Organizations
Export Development Canada (EDC) provides an overview of Atlantic provincial exports in the
Global Export Forecast, Spring 2016. While the United States is the largest export destination for
all provinces, EU countries are in the top 3 destinations for each Atlantic province, except New
Brunswick. New Brunswick has the highest share of exports to the US in the Atlantic Provinces
and is broadening its export activities to growth economies in other parts of the world.
The following table lists the current top export destinations and sectors as published by Export
Development Canada, and compares them with the Atlantic Canadian SME survey respondents’
top products and services for export. According to EDC, agricultural products are a top export for
Prince Edward Island (PE) and Nova Scotia (NS), while energy is a top export for Newfoundland
and Labrador (NL) and New Brunswick (NB). Survey respondents cited that the top current and
future sectors to target for private sector exports are the oil and gas sector for NL; agricultural
products for PE; architectural, construction, engineering and inspection services for Nova Scotia;
and IT services for NB.

Province

EDC Top export
destinations

EDC Top export sectors

Top exports per Atlantic SME survey

1.	United States
2.	United Kingdom
3.	The Netherlands
4.	China
5.	Japan

1.	Energy
2.	Metals, ores and other
industrial products
3.	Agri-food
4.	Forestry

1.	Services related to the oil and gas industry
2.	Agricultural products
3.	Administration, defense and social security
services
4.	Architectural, construction, engineering and
inspection services

1.	Agri-food
2.	Chemicals and plastics
3.	Industrial machinery and
equipment
4.	Aircraft and parts

1.	Agricultural products
2.	Construction materials

PE

1.	United States
2.	South Korea
3.	France
4.	Japan
5.	Australia

NS

1.	United States
2.	China
3.	United Kingdom
4.	France
5.	The Netherlands

1.	Agri-food
2.	Motor vehicles and parts
3.	Forestry
4.	Chemicals and plastics

1.	Architectural, construction, engineering and
inspection services
2.	IT services
3.	Business services
4.	Services related to the oil and gas industry

NB

1.	United States
2.	India
3.	China
4.	Brazil
5.	Indonesia

1.	Energy
2.	Agri-food
3.	Forestry
4.	Fertilizers

1.	IT services
2.	Food products
3.	Agricultural products
4.	Electronics

NL
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Atlantic Canadian SME Exports to the EU:
Survey Methodology
To define the scope of the research, target companies with 100 full-time equivalent employees
(FTEs) or less and $10 million or less in annual sales were invited to participate in a survey. A list
of individuals and businesses interviewed in addition to the survey are listed in Appendix A.
Current State Atlantic Canadian SME Export Activity to the EU Public Procurement Market
Evidenced by the fact that only six public procurement contracts were awarded to Atlantic
Canadian companies over the past three years, the EU public procurement market is currently
not an area of strong focus for Atlantic Canadian SMEs.
Summary of Responses
Over half (52%) of the respondents currently export to the European Union. Just over a
quarter (27%) of respondents export products and services typically associated with public
procurement contracts.
What share of your total exports can be attributed to your exports to the European Union?

52%

48%

No exports to the EU
Exports to the EU

Identified success factors and challenges
Follow up interviews with Atlantic Canadian SME’s that were awarded the six EU public contracts
revealed that the SME’s believed those awards were the result of two key factors - pre-existing
relationships with personnel in the client organizations, and possession of a unique product
differentiator. Responses revealed that although the EU market is seen as an attractive export
market, the costs of sales and rigorous process associated with public procurement complicates
penetration into the EU public procurement market.
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3. OPPORTUNITIES FOR ATLANTIC SMEs IN PUBLIC PROCUREMENT

The purpose of this chapter is to assess the characteristics of public procurement
in the EU and extract key characteristics of national purchasing practices that
represent a priority location for Atlantic SMEs. In identifying priority countries, value
of public procurement, language and level of corruption were key considerations.

In this chapter the reader will find:
• EU Public Procurement Sectors of High Value
• Percentage of Population speaking English or French
• Top Three Public Procurement Markets

EU Public Procurement Sectors of High Value
Summary of EU Public Procurement by highest value sector
The table on the following page categorizes 2012-15 procurement data of prioritized EU member
countries by highest value sector to quickly identify potential target countries for Atlantic SMEs
operating in that sector. More detailed analysis of this data can be found in Appendix F.
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Selected EU
Member State

Germany

Sweden

UK

a

Netherlands

a

a

a

Luxembourg
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High Value EU Procurement Markets
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Identified Atlantic growth industries mapped to EU Public Procurement markets
This table identifies growth industries for Atlantic Canada and EU countries where government
purchasing in those industries is expected to be substantial.

Atlantic Growth
Industries

EU Procurement
Corresponding Industry

EU total value
2014 (euros)

EU Largest EU Markets
by Spend

• Aerospace and
defence

• Transport
equipment

• Security

€12,397M

• Poland
• Germany
• Slovakia

• France
• Poland
• United Kingdom

•
•
•
•

• Agriculture
• Farming

• Fishing
• Forestry

€166M

• France
• United
Kingdom

• Croatia

• Biotechnology
• Research and
Development

• Research and
development
services

• Related
consultancy
services

€713M

• Belgium
(EU
institutions)

• Spain
• France

• Business and
professional
Services

• Law
• Marketing
• Consulting

• Recruitment
• Printing
• Security

€7,190M

• United
Kingdom

• Italy
• Spain

• Construction

• Construction work

• Construction
Structures and
materials

€81,974M

• United
Kingdom
• France

• Poland
• Germany

• Energy

• Petroleum Products
• Fuel

• Electricity and
other sources of
energy

€12,908M

• Czech
Republic

• Spain
• Poland

• Environmental
Technologies

• Sewage
• Refuse

• Cleaning
• Environmental
Services

€12,348M

• United
Kingdom

• France
• Italy

• Information and
Communications
Technology
• E-Business

• Consulting
• Software
Development

• Internet and
Support

€14,928M

• Belgium (EU
Institutions
• Slovakia

• United Kingdom

• Ocean
Technologies

• Agriculture Services
• Transport
Equipment
• Software Package

• Security
• Research and
Design
• Services to the Oil
and Gas

€19,525M

•
•
•
•
•
•

• Belgium (EU
institutions)
• France
• United Kingdom
• Romania

Agriculture
Agri-food
Aquaculture
Seafood

Poland
Spain
Slovakia
Latvia
Germany
Italy

Sources: Atlantic Canada Opportunities Agency (2015). Atlantic Canada. Retrieved from: http://www.acoa-apeca.gc.ca/eng/ImLookingFor/Pages/AboutAtlanticCanada.aspx;Tenders Electronic Daily Data and EY Team Analysis
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Based solely on public procurement spending, the following sectors represent the largest
opportunity for trade in the EU Public Procurement Market:
• The construction sector presents potential opportunities, as all prioritized countries have
large expenditures in the construction sector and most are planning to improve their transport
and/or urban infrastructure. While it would be challenging for Atlantic Canadian construction
companies to win these contracts, over 1,000 SMEs in Atlantic Canada manufacture and/or sell
construction equipment and 1,500 manufacture and/or sell transport equipment.
• Environmental technologies and biotechnology are notable growth industries in Atlantic
Canada (see Appendix E for a complete listing). SMEs operating in these sectors have great
opportunities in the EU, where the protection of the environment is a major concern. France,
Italy, the Netherlands, Austria, Denmark, and Ireland currently spend a considerable part of
their budgets on environmental services and developing clean or renewable energy is in most
countries’ plans in the future. EU institutions and member states also allocate part of their
budgets to and promote energy efficiency in product and project evaluation. Atlantic Canadian
SMEs, regardless of their industry, should take into consideration the importance of this factor
to EU public authorities, make efforts to maximize energy efficiency and communicate this
feature when working on potential bids.
• The information technology and communications sector is an established growth area
in Atlantic Canada, with more than 1,000 SMEs involved to-date. The countries with the
greatest opportunities in IT services are Belgium and Luxembourg (likely due to the presence
of EU institutions) and Denmark. Many EU member states are seeking to modernize their
government services and education systems. The United Kingdom, France, Italy, Poland,
Austria, and Finland are all planning significant investments in their IT capacities.

Percentage of Population Speaking English and French
The percentage of a country’s population that speaks either English or French is an important
consideration in a company decision to purse expanded trade opportunities. Language skills are
required to investigate, evaluate and execute a business opportunity, facilitate communication and
interpret regulations and requirements of the procurement organization in question. Emphasis on
countries whose principal languages include English or French does not preclude a company from
employing an individual or firm with local language skills. Such a decision must be made in concert
with other factors including the value of the opportunity, first mover advantage, and corruption
indices of the country in question. 
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The following table provides a summary of the major countries in the EU and the likelihood that
communication can be conducted in English or French.15

Population speaking
English (%)

Population speaking
French (%)

United Kingdom

98

19

Ireland

98

17

The Netherlands

90

29

Malta

89

11

Sweden

86

9

Denmark

86

*

Cyprus

73

7

Austria

73

11

Finland

70

*

Germany

64

14

Slovenia

59

*

Belgium

59

45

Luxembourg

56

80

Greece

51

9

Estonia

50

*

Croatia

49

*

Latvia

46

*

France

39

100

Lithuania

38

*

Italy

34

16

Poland

33

*

Romania

31

17

Portugal

27

15

Czech Republic

27

*

Slovakia

26

*

Bulgaria

25

*

Spain

22

*

Hungary

20

3

Country / Region

*French not listed by respondents as being in the top 3 languages
15

Data sources, English: CIA World Factbook (2016), and French: European Commission Special Barometer 386 Survey (2012)
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Top Three Public Procurement Markets
In order to assist in prioritizing potential markets for public procurement, Atlantic Canadian SMEs
should consider countries that:
• Have large public procurement expenditures,
• Share common language skills, and
• Are major purchasers of key Atlantic Canadian products and services
Three markets of particular interest, when considering the value of public procurement contracts,
language, and low corruption levels, are the United Kingdom, France, and the Netherlands.
• The UK: Canada and the UK do not only share a common language and culture but also
profound historical ties and a common parliamentary processes. Economic relationships
between the two nations has been positive and advantageous for both countries. The UK is by
far the largest trade partner in the EU for Canada with bilateral trade totalling $27.1 billion in
2010 and over the last 5 years has become Canada’s second largest merchandise export market
behind the United States.16
• France: Canada-France commercial relations are active and broad. The Canada-France
Enhanced Cooperation Agenda (June 2013), includes: support for business development,
market entry and promotion of cross-investment; strengthening relationship in terms of
competitiveness, innovation, and science and technology. In 2013, Canada exported services to
France worth $2.3 billion becoming the 4th largest destination for Canadian services.17
• The Netherlands: The relationship between Canada and the Netherlands is strong. Both
countries share similar views regarding foreign policy, politics and rule of law. This strong
compatibility between these nations sets the tone for successful trade opportunities to grow. In
2012, the Netherlands was Canada’s 6th largest merchandise export market and Canada’s 11th
largest services exports, totalling approximately $4.5 billion and $961 million respectively.18
The following tables provide procurement outlooks for these top three markets compiled from
budgets, media, and official publications. Additional descriptions of other EU countries can be
found in Appendix C.

16

http://www.canadainternational.gc.ca/united_kingdom-royaume_uni/bilateral_relations_bilaterales/index.aspx?lang=eng

17

http://tradecommissioner.gc.ca/france/market-facts-faits-sur-le-marche/61739.aspx?lang=eng

18

http://www.canadainternational.gc.ca/netherlands-pays_bas/bilateral_relations_bilaterales/index.aspx?lang=eng
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United Kingdom
Key Themes
Digital Modernization

Details
By 2020, the UK plans to spend £1.8 billion in digital transformation including:
• £450 million to create common government platforms
• £700 million to modernize courts and tribunals system
• £250 million to process visas and passports online
• £130 million to increase the availability of intelligence and data to frontline
Border Force officers
• £24 million in digital transformation funding to simplify UK trade support online
£1 billion on digital enablement in policing

Transportation

By 2020, the UK is investing £13 billion on Transport in the North Strategy

National and International Security

By 2020, the UK plans to invest £3.5 billion in the Joint Security Fund to build
new defence and security capabilities
£1.9 billion on cyber security over the next five years
£500 million new investment on counter terrorism capabilities
Defence budget to rise by 0.5% above inflation per year
International aid budget will rise to £16.3 billion

Justice

£1.3 billion investment to improve prison rehabilitation
• Construction of nine new prisons
£700 million to modernize and fully digitize courts

Integrated Health and Social Care

By 2020, the UK will invest £5 billion in health R&D
• £150 million to launch a new Dementia Institute
£1.5 billion investment in Better Care Fund, to integrate the health and social
systems, implemented at local levels
£500 million on new hospitals

Education

£23 billion capital investment program to open 500 schools

Infrastructure

£100 billion on National Infrastructure Delivery Plan
£475 million over five years to fund local transport projects
400,000 affordable housing units by 2020/2021

Brexit

In June 2016, the UK held a referendum regarding its membership in the EU,
resulting in a 51.9% “Yes” vote to leave the EU. Should the UK exit the EU, CETA
will not apply to trade between Canada and the UK. The data for the UK is
included to demonstrate the size of the UK market, and its potential importance
to Atlantic Canada

Source: Spending review and autumn statement 2015, HM Treasury
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France
Key Themes

Details

Digital Modernization

France is seeking to digitize government services and plans to invest in IT
solutions for the education system
• The French government has allocated €668 million in urban development
(construction, energy, IT) and for development of smart cities throughout the
country

Transportation

The Paris transit network plans to invest €8.5 billion in upgrades to the Paris
transportation network

National and International Security

The 2016 budget plans to invest €3.8 billion in defence between 2016 and 2019

Justice

€6.37 billion in projected expenditures for the 2016 budget

Integrated Health and Social Care

€7.4 billion in spending projected in the 2016 budget

Education

The 2016 budget plans to spend €47.99 billion on education and €25.63 billion
on research and teaching supports

Sources: French Ministry of Finance (2016). Draft Budgetary Plan for 2016. Retrieved from: http://www.bbc.com/news/world-europe-32509301;
Government of France Website (2016). Les Actions Du Government.Retrieved from: http://www.gouvernement.fr/les-actions-du-gouvernement; http://www.
gouvernement.fr/appels-a-projets-et-manifestations-cgi;
Les Échos (2015). Seize Milliards d’Économies, Mais Plus de Fonctionnaires. Retrieved from: http://www.lesechos.fr/01/10/2015/LesEchos/22035-016-ECH_seizemilliards-d-economies--mais-plus-de-fonctionnaires.htm;
RATP Website (2016) RATP Will Invest 1.7 billion in 2016. Retrieved from: http://www.ratp.fr/en/ratp/v_142060/ratp-will-invest-1-777-million-in-2016/print/
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The Netherlands
Key Themes

Details

Digital Modernization

Objective to achieve a digital government by 2017. Challenges include amongst
others, privacy, data storage in the cloud, and security tools

Transportation

The government is aiming for an energy neutral road system by 2030. New contracts will take innovation into account
Continued usage of public-private partnerships as an instrument to deliver on
transportation infrastructure

National and International Security

Budget for the General Intelligence and Security Service (AIVD), will increase
from €214 million in 2016 to €230 million in 2020, with major investments in
counterterrorism and in preventing radicalism
Increase of planned defense investments from €1.4 billion in 2016 to €1.7 billion
in 2020. 20% of defense expenditure allocated for equipment and related R&D to
be achieved by 2017
Defense Cyber Command to become fully operational by 2018

Justice

Ministry of Security and Justice is investing in integration of police forces into a
National Police organization. Additional budget has been allocated to deal with
the refugee crisis.

Integrated Health and Social Care

Social security and health expenditures will increase until 2020

Education

Ministry of Education will invest less until 2020 compared to 2016, due to a
declining number of students and cost savings programs. Investments in higher
education will remain at a relatively constant level

Infrastructure

Ministry of Infrastructure and Environment forecasts that annual contributions
to infrastructure investment funds will increase from €6.4 billion in 2016 to €6.7
billion in 2020
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4. CHALLENGES TO CONSIDER

In this chapter the reader will find:
• Barriers to EU Public Procurement Market Entry
• EU Product Technical Requirements
• Soft Barriers to Trade

Barriers to EU Public Procurement Market Entry
Exceptions: Under CETA, a number of exceptions to liberalized trade will remain in force. These
exceptions are built into CETA’s government procurement rules, consistent with other trade
agreements. They include exceptions for cultural industries, Aboriginal businesses and peoples,
defense, research and development, financial services, and services in the fields of recreation, sport
and education, as well as social and health-care services. Greater detail is available in Appendix G.
Access to Public Tender Information: For Canadian companies looking to Europe for
opportunities, there will be no significant transparency issues, as the EU already has TED, a
comprehensive mechanism for public posting of all covered procurement opportunities.19
Canada has committed to develop a similar electronic single point of access tool for Canadian
government CETA-covered procurement opportunities within five years of the entry into force
of the agreement. CETA also contains provisions requiring the parties to ensure robust data
collection mechanisms are in place to allow for effective reporting of trade in government
procurement in the future.
Language: For tenders posted on the TED database only the notice is published in English and
French, there is no obligation for the supporting information (e.g., the Request for Proposal) to
be published in either French or English. Because local language fluency is a realistic expectation
of doing business in EU member states, Canadian companies may be constrained by their ability
to compete for business in languages other than English and French. The impact of language as
a trade inhibitor within Europe is well studied and documented, and the ability to operate in the
local language may directly influence whether or not Canadian firms can win public procurement
contracts in Europe once CETA is fully implemented.20
Political and Economic Landscape: Such factors as reversals in policy, consistency in
government and corruption can all be barriers that need to be researched prior to doing business
in a foreign market. SMEs should evaluate EU member countries carefully to ensure awareness
of all of the potential political and economic challenges and prepare the appropriate risk
management strategies. It is also important to consider that although CETA will cover the EU as a
whole, some countries may develop non-tariff policies that form barriers to trade.
Working closely provincial and federal trade offices and local embassies can help companies to
overcome these potential barriers to entry.

19

European Union. Tenders Electronic Daily. Retrieved from: http://ted.europa.eu/TED/main/HomePage.do

20

Lejour, Arjan and Verheijden, Jan-Willem de Paiva. The Service Industries Journal, 27:4 (2007). The Tradability of Services within Canada and the European Union. Retrieved from: http://
www.tandfonline.com/doi/abs/10.1080/02642060701346706
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EU Product Technical Requirements
The main requirements for products to gain entry to the EU
market are summarized in the sections below:
Product safety: Manufacturers and distributors must supply
products that comply with the generally accepted safety
requirements and warnings. Cooperation is expected in taking
action to protect consumers. In addition to the general product
safety rules, specific rules apply to certain categories of products,
such as cosmetics and pharmaceutical products. Businesses
must inform consumers of the risks that a product might pose,
notify the relevant authorities, and implement appropriate
remediation should their product be determined to be defective
or dangerous.
Technical standardization: Products must meet some
essential general health and safety requirements, applicable
to sectors or families of products, in order to be placed on
the EU market (e.g., health, safety, consumer protection and
environmental protection).
The CE marking ( ) indicates that a product complies with
and has passed relevant conformity assessment procedures
for specified products. It is the manufacturer’s responsibility to
carry out the conformity assessment, to set up the technical
file, to issue the EU declaration of conformity, and to affix the
CE marking to a product. Only then can the product be traded
on in the market. The CE marking consists of the “CE” and
the identification number of the notified body involved in the
assessment (when required). It is affixed to the product, its
packaging, or to the accompanying document.
Currently, manufacturers in non-EU countries who wish to
sell their products in the EU must appoint an authorized
representative established in the EU to act on their behalf.
They are responsible for ensuring products comply with all
applicable requirements and for carrying out the required
conformity assessment procedure. Customs authorities can
suspend the release of goods that pose a serious risk to health
or safety, or do not have the required documentation.

21

Once CETA enters into force, there will be mutual acceptance
of compliance assessments by each party, allowing provincial
manufacturers to have their products certified in Canada for
sale into the EU. This will cut down on red tape and reduce
costs for manufacturers, allowing them to get their products
to market faster. The Trade Commissioner Service of Canada
provides a guide to CE marking here:
• https://www.enterprisecanadanetwork.ca/_uploads/
resources/6-Steps-to-CE-Marking.pdf.
Packaging: Packaging marketed in the EU must meet both
environmental and health requirements (e.g., maximum size
and amount of waste for packages).The following must be
considered:
General rules on packaging and packing waste:
• Package sizing
• Rules for materials and articles coming into contact with
food; and
• Packaging made of wood and other plant products may be
subject to plant-health measures, e.g., cases, boxes, and
crates must go through approved treatments and be marked
accordingly.21
Labelling: Products marketed in the EU must comply with
EU labelling requirements, intended to protect consumers’
health, safety and interests and provide product information
- content, composition, safe use and special precautions.
The EU Ecolabel may also be awarded to products that help
improve the environment and provide consumer guidance on
their environmental impact.22 Specific labelling requirements
by product type can be found on the European Commission
Trade website:
• http://exporthelp.europa.eu/thdapp/
display.htm?page=form/form_MyExport.
html&docType=main&languageId=EN

European Commission (2016).Technical Requirements, European Commission Trade, Export Helpdesk. Retrieved from: http://exporthelp.europa.eu/thdapp/display.htm?page=rt%2Frt_
TechnicalRequirements.html&docType=main&languageId=en#product_safety
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It should also be noted that technical requirements not
covered by EU standards might exist on a member state basis.
It is recommended to verify that a specific product complies
with the policies and standards of the country of destination
with the Trade Commissioners and/or the local Chamber of
Commerce before exporting.
Canada and the EU have established a CETA working
committee on technical barriers to trade. When Atlantic

Canadian SMEs attempt to gain access to the EU public
procurement market, provincial trade officials have avenues
to address technical barriers to trade or other requirements
mentioned, such as labelling or packaging. The Canadian
Trade Commissioner Service provides an online resource here:
• http://tradecommissioner.gc.ca/european-union-europeenne/
market-facts-faits-sur-le-marche/0000256.aspx?lang=eng

Soft Barriers to Trade
“Soft Barriers” to
trade in services

Description

Lack of credibility
and profile

It can be difficult to be associated to a favourable image and to establish a good reputation and
profile. A generalized negative country perception can seriously discourage exports in given
sectors (e.g., consumers tend to be highly skeptical about airlines from countries that are mainly
unfavourably treated by the press, regardless of their actual performance).

Insufficient language
competences

Proficiency in the language of the target market is an entry requirement and a key success factor.
This is particularly true but not at all limited to professional services and all those involving direct
interaction between providers and consumers.

Cultural distance

In order to understand costumers’ wants and needs, adequate knowledge and appreciation of
costumers’ context, traditions, habits and cultural imprint is an important asset to cross-border
service providers.

Difficulties of access
and restrained mobility

Travel times and travel restrictions, communication limitations and even time zone differences
can make difficult for suppliers to maintain the necessary close contact in target markets and to
compete in certain countries.

Lack of access to
relevant networks and
informal information
channels

Other than for goods, where prototypes, recipes, design blueprints, patents and other formal
sources of information about market demands exist; service providers must often rely on informal
information sources to spot market requirements and trends. Thus, access to these networks and
channels (e.g., contact to peers and competitors, associations’ meetings, local reviews, among
others) can make a big difference in the ability to compete in certain services sectors.

Source: German Federal Ministry for Economic Cooperation and Development (2010). Retrieved from: https://www.giz.de/expertise/downloads/giz2010-en-euservices-markets.pdf

22

European Commission (2016).Technical Requirements, European Commission Trade, Export Helpdesk. Retrieved from: http://exporthelp.europa.eu/thdapp/display.htm?page=rt%2Frt_
TechnicalRequirements.html&docType=main&languageId=en#product_safety
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5. PREPARING TO EXPORT TO THE EU

In this chapter the reader will find:
• Market Entry Considerations
• Market Entry Strategies
• Successful Growth Strategy Considerations
• How Atlantic Canadian SME’s can bid on EU Public Procurement opportunities
• Trade Resources

Market Entry Considerations
The new opportunities available under CETA may be significant, however a decision to
enter foreign market represents a significant step for a business and should be undertaken
methodically. The CETA agreement will provide Canadian companies with an equal playing field
with respect to government procurement. However, transparency and impartiality requirements
will make government purchasing decisions more rigorous and process-centric and may lead
to longer sales cycles compared to private sector procurement. New entrants should consider
the cost of completing a sale and their strengths relative to the public selection criteria carefully
before making a decision to pursue an opportunity.
Atlantic Canadian SMEs should follow a structured decision making process before entering
the EU market place. Insights gathered from interviews with EU market leaders and industry
representatives provide some important market-oriented questions for SMEs to consider (note
that these questions are not exhaustive)
Is the market attractive?23
• What amount of government procurement occurs for your company’s good/service?
• What is the competitive landscape of the EU country? Are their local providers of the same
good or service?
• Will language be an issue?
• Could cultural differences be an issue?
• Is this EU country open to international imports?
• What is the level of corruption?
• What transportation routes exist between our locations?

23

Refer to appendix D for more information regarding market attractiveness
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What is my ability to compete?

What is my ability to execute?

• Are there planned government procurements for my good
or service?

• How do I establish a presence in the market? Build, acquire,
license/franchise, and alliance.

• What is my value proposition? What differentiates my
company from local alternatives?

• How much market research is necessary? What type of
research needs to be completed?

• Will my pricing be competitive?

• What level of investment will be required?

• What promotional strategies might I execute?

• What is a realistic time frame to establish presence and gain
the first contract?
• What tax impacts may exist?
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Business-specific checklist for doing
business in the EU

Based on interviews and first hand experiences, below is a checklist Atlantic
SMEs
should follow for doing business in the EU.

1. Attractiveness of the business
o What is the size and growth of the market?
o What are the key market drivers and trends?
o What is the competitive situation and profitability outlook in the market?

2. Fit with existing business strategy
o How well does the growth option fit with the expectations and ambitions of the
company’s owners?
o What market synergies and operational synergies are there with the
current business

3. Projected revenues and margins
o What revenues and margins can be achieved?
o How do financials look in conservative versus optimistic scenarios?

4. Investment need
o What investment is required? Does the company have the required
financial resources?
o What is the expected return on investment in different scenarios?

5. Implementation aspects
o Does the company have the required managerial and technical competencies?
o What is the time frame of implementation?

6. Risks
o What are the main strategic risks?
o What are the main operational risks?

5. PREPARING TO EXPORT TO THE EU

Checklist for EU public procurement markets
Based on interviews and first hand experiences, below is a checklist Atlantic SMEs should follow for
doing business in the EU.
Atlantic Canadian SMEs should perform additional analysis, after consideration has been given to
the questions and checklist outlined above, in order to determine if there is an opportunity for an
SME within the public procurement market in the EU. The EU is a heterogeneous market place, rich in
cultural diversity, languages, and the regulatory frameworks within each of the 28 member states, so not
all markets can be viewed as equally attractive.
Market entry should consider local market influencers such as:
• Economic (e.g., forecasted GDP growth, fiscal profile of government, capital investment plan)
• Political (e.g., local government platform, stability, propensity to buy from local providers)
• Regulatory (e.g., country specific regulations and laws that may impact good or services)
• Technology (e.g., high speed connectedness and availability)
After conducting their due diligence, Atlantic Canadian SME’s should prioritize the EU countries and
associated opportunities in a manner that offers the greatest chance for success.

Market Entry Strategies
Based on the case study interviews with Atlantic Canadian SMEs already exporting and winning
contracts in the EU, the following strategies were identified (more detail is available in Appendix B)
1.	Research Local Markets – Companies hoping to enter the EU market must research the competitive
landscape for their product and/or service. Competition may vary greatly from one EU member state
to the next. Some Atlantic Canadian companies have found success in France and the UK, while
markets in Germany were inaccessible due to local competition.
2.	In-market Representation – Companies hoping to enter the EU markets should consider developing
local agent and distribution networks to leverage local knowledge and demonstrate the benefits that
their products have for local communities. Interviewees have mentioned that a screening checklist,
specific to the respective businesses works well for vetting potential agents. An agent should meet all
of the checklist requirements before the SME proceeds to a formal or face-to-face relationship.
3. Use Trade Supports – Take advantage of the resources provided by the Canadian government business
support networks and local chambers of commerce. Trade missions can be powerful tools to explore
market opportunities and to develop market awareness of a product or service before attempting to
enter a market. In interviews, SME respondents confirmed that Trade Commissioners can arrange initial
introductions and that once local provincial Commissioners understand the business and target market,
they are normally able to identify networking opportunities in the target market.
4.	Actively Prospect Opportunities – Take a proactive approach to EU government procurement. Get
involved early in the process and create target buyer profiles for distribution agents. Agents are then
able to identify and qualify potential clients and the SME can prioritize and engage with potential
purchasing organizations using their products and services.
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Successful Growth Strategy Considerations
A successful growth strategy is the intersection of market attractiveness, ability to compete,
and ability to execute. By carefully considering their unique capacities in the context of the
EU public procurement opportunities, Atlantic Canadian SMEs can evaluate and determine
the value and risk profile of the company-specific opportunities afforded by EU public
procurement under CETA.
The chart below provides greater detail on company-specific issues that should be considered
in evaluating exporting as part of a successful growth strategy.

1

1

Market
attractiveness

Market size
Market growth rate
Market talent and infrastructure
availability
Competitive landscape
Demographics
Barriers to entry
Profit pools

2

Pricing trends
Customs and import/
export restrictions

Ability to
compete

Profit repatriation

2

Successful
growth strategy

Strategy and value proposition

3

Ability to
execute

Partner relationships
Brand affinity
Cost structure
Offering assortment
Innovation velocity
Channel and partner access
Acquisition candidates
Supply chain visibility
Tax and transfer pricing
Leadership availability

3

Financial viability
(investment and returns)
Business model
E-commerce (purchase and fulfillment)
Build, acquire, joint venture, license/
franchise
Strategic alliances
Sourcing strategy
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Operating model
Organizational structure
Tax and legal entity structure
Internal capabilities and people
Metrics, reporting, and accountability
Controls
Intellectual property protection
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How Atlantic Canadian SME’s can bid on EU Public
Procurement Opportunities
Previously, companies wishing to engage in trade with the EU would have to go to individual
web sites for each country to find opportunities. Under CETA, all opportunities which meet the
applicability criteria will be posted online on the Tenders Electronic Daily (TED) web site. This site
provides free access to EU public procurement business opportunities and can be found here:
• http://ted.europa.eu/TED/main/HomePage.do.
SME’s should be aware that certain criteria need to be met for CETA to apply, and for the tender
to be posted on TED24. A key determination is whether or not the value of the contract is equal
to, or greater than the threshold for this entity and type of good or service. Thresholds vary
according to the level of government and the nature of the good or service. The point at which
CETA becomes applicable is determined by the estimated value of the contract in relation
to government procurement thresholds. The thresholds below were set at levels generally
consistent with the WTO-GPA and international practice and are subject to adjustments once
every even-numbered year. The thresholds are summarized below.

Product or Service
Being Purchased

Goods and Services

Construction

Purchasing Entity

Threshold

Estimated Threshold

European entities and Central
Member States entities

€130,000

$187,000

Sub-central entities

€200,000

$288,000

Other sub-central entities

€355,000

$511,000

Utilities

€400,000

$575,000

€5,000,000

$7,190,000

All entities

*Estimated equivalent values based on the EUR-CAD exchange rate at time of writing
Source: European Commission (2016). Single Market and Standards, Thresholds. Retrieved from: https://ec.europa.eu/growth/single-market/public-procurement/rules-implementation/thresholds/

Full details of the range of thresholds are contained in Annexes 19-4 to 19-6 of the agreement
(P.389, 393, 399, 401-402, 410, 429, 495, 496, 497, and 506).25

24

Refer to Appendix G for more detail regarding how CETA applies to a given opportunity

25

Canada-European Union: Comprehensive Economic and Trade Agreement, Annexes 19-1 to 19-6: P.389, 393, 399, 401-402, 410, 429, 495, 496, 497, 506 and Global Affairs Canada (2016).
Canada-European Union Comprehensive and Economic Trade Agreement. Retrieved from: http://international.gc.ca/trade-agreements-accords-commerciaux/agr-acc/ceta-aecg/
index.aspx?lang=eng
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When considering whether to submit a bid, SMEs should
consider of the following best practices:
• Identify the person responsible for tendering and the
negotiation process.
• Know that submitting an offer requires time; determine your
organization’s capacity to be compliant with the contract
notice specifications and financial criteria.
• Know your margins or room for maneuver in terms of
budget, delivering capacity, quality level, time-limits and
reporting to be ready to negotiate specific “negotiable”
provisions of the contract.
• Determine if you need subcontractors and make sure they
are suitable before involving them in the tender.
• Understand the process, including the number of stages
you must participate in before the final and best offer is
chosen, and whether each stage is eliminatory (this process
is specific to each country).
• Respond to all criteria and requirements contained in the
contract documentation. Not responding to a requirement
can lead to disqualification of your tender Check time-limits
and the submission process for your proposal.
• Clearly understand the key provisions included in the
contract documentation, which can have significant impact
during the performance of the contract
• Check all the requested administrative documents and
check that all documents have been provided.
• Know your rights, obligations, and determine your
related risks.

Trade Resources
The following websites are key resources to take advantage of
when preparing to conduct international trade:
• The Canadian Trade Commissioner Service provides a guide
for prospective exporters <http://tradecommissioner.gc.ca/
exporters-exportateurs/assets/pdfs/guide-exporting.pdf>
• Business Development Bank of Canada can provide expert
guidance and support to help seize opportunities to expand
and export to international markets <https://www.bdc.ca/
en/pages/home.aspx>
• Export Development Canada helps Canadian businesses
develop abroad by providing business knowledge, contacts,
as well as financing solutions. <https://www.edc.ca/EN/
Pages/default.aspx>
• Community Business Development Corporations (CBDC),
Atlantic Association assists in the creation of small
businesses and in the expansion and modernization of
existing businesses by providing financial and technical
services to entrepreneurs. <http://www.cbdc.ca/>
• European Chamber of Commerce in Toronto is an umbrella
organization of 20 European Union bilateral Chambers of
Commerce, Business Associations, and 5 associate members
from other European countries, working to strengthen
economic ties between Canada and Europe. http://www.
euccan.com/
• European Trade Commissioners located in Atlantic Canada
and Ottawa

• Don’t hesitate to ask for clarifications if necessary.
• Consult a legal expert, if necessary, to clarify legal matters
related to the contract documentation.
Public entities may not start evaluating tenders before the
submission deadline and must inform participants if they
were successful or not as soon as possible. If a bidder was not
successful, they can request a detailed explanation as to why
their bid was rejected.
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CONCLUSIONS

CONCLUSIONS

There is no doubt that CETA provides an unprecedented opportunity for positive and longlasting economic benefits for Atlantic Canadian SMEs looking to expand their horizons in the
European Market.
From research conducted by trade consultants in France, UK, and Benelux, it becomes clear
that SME companies providing niche products and services that can be differentiated from
competitors will stand a better chance of winning EU government procurement opportunities.
Atlantic Canadian SME’s interested in EU public procurement markets should realize that the
EU is an amalgamation of many unique and individual market places. EU countries to target for
export expansion should be prioritized by alignment with products and services produced in
Atlantic Canada, language, size of procurement market and culture.
SMEs should proceed methodically when entering the government procurement space.
Bureaucracy and inconsistent processes and requirements lead to additional challenges in
bidding on public versus private contracts. Atlantic Canadian SMEs should be aware and plan
for the additional time between when a contract is awarded and when an actual purchase
order is issued.
European advisors, and interviews with Atlantic Canadian SME’s exporting to the EU, all noted
that organizations prefer to do business with people they know and trust, and it is difficult to
build trust unless you have presence on the ground; especially in the services sector. Key success
factors heard from interviews were that Atlantic Canadian SMEs planning exporting to the EU
should contact Global Affairs Canada Trade Commissioner resources for support, network in the
target country at trade events and missions, and work with local agents or distributors to build
networks and sales pipelines.
Atlantic Canadian SME’s such as Rutter have been successful in the EU by maintaining strong
relationships with local federal trade contacts. They have found that commissioners provide
insights on new markets, opportunities, research, and professional networking opportunities in
target markets. Rutter and C-Therm both recommended developing a network of local agents in
markets targeted for potential opportunities as an important part of an export strategy. Agents
have a local presence for interacting with the Government and for assisting with language issues,
e.g., translation of RFPs and identifying funding opportunities. This assist in providing the “local
presence” that European consultants identified as a critical success factor.
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GLOSSARY

EU member states abbreviations26

EU Member State

26

Abbreviation

EU Member State

Abbreviation

Belgium

BE

Lithuania

LT

Bulgaria

BG

Luxembourg

LU

Czech Republic

CZ

Hungary

HU

Denmark

DK

Malta

MT

Germany

DE

The Netherlands

NE

Estonia

EE

Austria

AT

Ireland

IE

Poland

PL

Greece

EL

Portugal

PT

Spain

ES

Romania

RO

France

FR

Slovenia

SI

Croatia

HR

Slovakia

SK

Italy

IT

Finland

FI

Cyprus

CY

Sweden

SE

Latvia

LV

United Kingdom

UK

Official Website of the European Union (2016). Interinstitutional Style Guide. Retrieved from: http://publications.europa.eu/code/en/en-370100.htm
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APPENDIX A: INTERVIEWS
Interviews with EU trade consultants
focused on:
• Challenges in responding to public
request for proposals (RFPs) in your
market
• Insights on leading practices for
responding to RFPs
• Industries that sell the most to public
sector (central, sub-central/regional,
municipal government, and EU
institutions
• General length of time it takes from
RFP response to award
• General length of time to receive
payment for services provided

Interviews with Atlantic Canadian
manufacturers and trade contacts
focused on identifying:

Interviews for case studies
focused on:

• Atlantic Canadian companies
currently exporting/selling to
governments

• Description of product or service

• Exporting activity to EU central,
sub-central/regional, or municipal
governments and institutions

• Growth strategies

• Companies winning public
procurement contracts in the EU

• Overview of the company
• Competitive environment
• EU market penetration strategies
• Lessons learned
• Public procurement experience

• Industries or sectors in the EU in
which Atlantic Canadian companies
are competing

• Suggestions for Atlantic Canadian
SMEs trying to respond to EU public
procurement tenders
In addition to the responses to a survey of more 70 Atlantic SMEs, the researchers conducted personal interviews
with the following people and organizations.

Organization

Name

Title and Location

EY

Marita de Hair

Global Public Sector Leader, Belgium/The Netherlands

EY

Nathalie Van vliet

Global Public Sector Leader, Algeria, France,
Luxembourg, Monaco, Morocco and Tunisia

EY

Hervé de la Chapelle

Advisory Public Sector Leader, Algeria, France,
Luxembourg, Monaco, Morocco and Tunisia

EY

Craig Watkins

Markets & Business Development, United Kingdom

Canadian Manufacturers and Exporters

David Haire

Regional Vice President of Atlantic Canada
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Organization

Name

Title and Location

Canadian Federal Trade Contacts

Carlos Vanderloo

Deputy Director, Procurement, Trade and Environment,
Trade Policy and Negotiations Branch

Canadian Federal Trade Contacts

Duncan de Lugt

First Secretary, Trade Policy and Commercial Affairs,
Mission of Canada to the European Union

Canadian Federal Trade Contacts

Kelly Morgan

Deputy Director, CETA Secretariat, Trade Policy and
Negotiations Branch

Newfoundland and Labrador (NL),
Department of Business, Tourism,
Culture and Rural Development

Jeff Loder

Acting Assistant Deputy Minister, Trade and Investment

NL Department of Business, Tourism,
Culture and Rural Development

Mark Janes

Acting Director, Trade Policy

NL Department of Business, Tourism,
Culture and Rural Development

Adam Vickers

Trade Policy Analyst

Case Study Research

Stephen Hale

Director of Sales, Marketing and R&D Business
Development, Rutter Inc., Newfoundland and Labrador

Case Study Research

Paul Mitten

Vice President, Compusult Limited, Newfoundland and
Labrador

Case Study Research

Robert Lennon

International Marketing & Sales Director, ThermalWood
Canada Inc., New Brunswick

Cast Study Research

Adam Harris

Managing Director, C-Therm Technologies, New
Brunswick

Case Study Research

Keith McIntosh

Co-CEO PQA Testing, New Brunswick

Case Study Research

Phil LeBlanc

President, IMO Foods, Nova Scotia
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APPENDIX B: ATLANTIC CANADIAN SME CASE STUDIES
The following cases were developed based on the results of interviews with selected Atlantic SMEs. These illustrative
examples describe the opportunities, challenges, and strategies for entering the EU market from Atlantic Canadian
SMEs who have experienced it first-hand.

Rutter Inc., Newfoundland and Labrador

Organization

Rutter is a marine technology company that provides innovative radar
solutions designed to enhance safety and security in harsh conditions and
challenging environments.
The company is a leading provider of electronics manufacturing services with
demonstrated expertise in high reliability manufacturing of naval assemblies.

Product Description

Competitive Environment

Rutter’s radar systems include the sigma S6 and WaMoS II product lines, which
are ideally suited for demanding applications such as: iceberg and sea ice
detection and imaging, tracking and management, surveillance and search and
rescue, port and harbour security, antipiracy, oil spill detection and management.
Rutter’s core business is in marine safety and security. The company is involved
in many niche markets with numerous competitors and each has different
challenges. Some industries that Rutter sells to are:
• Oil and gas
• Shipping
• Seismic surveying
• Cruise ship
• Renewable energy
• Security
The oil and gas industry is a key sector for the company. Rutter has been
successful in integrating their products and services into customers’ layered
risk management solutions, for example, ice navigation and detection for
ships: Customers may use satellite imaging services for ice detection in a wide
geographic area, purchase aircraft services for closer ice surveillance, and then
use Rutter platforms on ships to detect and monitor ice.
Rutter positions its products as high-end and it competes on quality, not price.
The company invests heavily into research and development to continuously
push its systems and technology forward.

Growth Strategy
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A large majority of revenue is from exports. Rutter hopes that CETA will provide
more opportunities in the EU in general. Another focus region for the company is
the Middle East.
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Rutter Inc., Newfoundland and Labrador
Rutter’s strategy in the EU is the same as for entering any market:
1.	Direct investment: the company purchased a small German company near
Hamburg three years ago and is hoping to expand into the German market and
other EU countries. To-date, this presence has assisted in increasing business
in Norway and Rutter continues to focus on expanding in the EU.

EU Market Penetration Strategies

2.	Agent network: Rutter retains a network of local agents in markets targeted
for potential opportunities. Agents have a local presence for interacting with
the Government and for assisting with language, e.g., translation of RFPs and
identifying funding opportunities.
3.	Global Affairs Canada Trade Commissioners: Rutter maintains strong
relationships with local federal trade contacts. Commissioners provide insights
on new markets, opportunities, research, and networking in target markets.
Rutter has been successful in attending trade shows and conferences in foreign
markets where local government officials have been engaged by Global Affairs
and have facilitated networking and contacts for Rutter.
1.	Use the Canadian Trade Commissioner Service to find trusted agents that meet
your profile and that have references to contact. Trade commissioners may
know of companies already working with Canadian enterprises.

Lesson Learned

2.	Screen potential agents through a process that includes the trade
commissioner. Ask for Canadian or other references, and obtain a bio and
corporate profile. Enter into an informal trial arrangement (4-6 months) to see
how many leads they generate.
3.	Travel to meet with the agents face-to-face, combining the meetings with trade
shows and/or conferences, when possible.
4.	Rutter’s strategy is to know the local Atlantic Canadian trade commissioners
well before contacting the specific target country trade commissioner.
Commissioners are better able to assist and connect the company with their
global network when they are familiar with the unique services, products, and
target export markets.

Public Procurement

Rutter currently has one EU public sector client, the EU Marine Safety Agency
(EMSA), based in Portugal.
A challenge has been the long lead times for government procurement in general
and defense sector exclusions in trade agreements.
The company’s strategy for success in EU public procurement is to maintain a
local presence to interact with governments, perform translations, and identify
funding opportunities.
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C-Therm Technologies Ltd., New Brunswick

Organization

C-Therm Technologies is based in Fredericton and has 20 employees with sales
in North America, Europe, and Asia. C-Therm is part of a group of companies
(Cartmill group) with C-Vision Ltd., an electronics manufacturing company, and
LED Roadway Lighting Ltd. (LRL). The group also organizes and attends trade
events together to take advantage of its combined networks.

Product Description

The company provides sensor solutions for R&D, manufacturing, and quality
control environments, offering the latest in rapid, non-destructive thermal
analysis instrumentation.

Competitive Environment

Key customers for C-Therm are in academia and include both businesses
and governments. The company produces innovative products that lead the
competition in their individual categories. C-Therm does not compete on price,
and is not interested in being a low-cost producer, and they focus on making their
technology easy to use and on providing the best value to their clients.
For C-Therm, sales to public procurement organizations are lower in the US,
but higher in the EU and Asia, due to the fact that its products are primarily used
for research in academia. Most of its clients are within the public sector in the
EU and Asia, and they maintain a strong network of partners and agents in
these locations.
C-Therm has one major competitor in the United States listed on the New York
Stock Exchange and two major competitors in the EU. Competition is lighter in
the Asian market.

Growth Strategy

The company has seen a growth rate of approximately 25% annually during the
past 4-5 years. C-Therm attributes its success to its innovative and differentiated
products and reinvesting profits into new product development.

EU Market Penetration Strategies
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Sales are split between markets and vary from year to year, depending on
contracts and the economy in each country. The average split is about 1/3 in
North America (80% in US), 1/3 in the EU, and 1/3 in Asia.
C-Therm uses a mix of partnerships and agents to build sales in its markets. The
company has been in the EU for nearly 10 years and its strongest markets are:
France, UK, Spain, and the Netherlands. Germany is a tougher market, as it is
dominated by competitors in its sector.
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C-Therm Technologies Ltd., New Brunswick
Success factors:
1.	Distribution networks: Key to the company’s success has been developing
relationship-driven distribution networks to expand sales across the EU. The
business networks have been developed and nurtured over 10 years. C-Therm
started its distribution strategy with one major partner and successfully
provided them with solutions and services. In providing quality solutions and
services, C-Therm was able to leverage its distribution partners’ network to
establish new relationships and access to different markets.

Lesson Learned

2.	Relationships: C-Therm has been successful in building networks in new
markets through trade missions, visits, trade shows, and networking. Key to
its success has been establishing more than just technical relationships and
by not underestimating personal connections: Distributors have competing
priorities and personal time has to be invested to capture their interest. In
addition to building new networks, C-Therm has had the advantage of building
onto its partners’ international informal and formal networks.
3.	Proactive approach to procurement bids: Being involved early on in the
procurement process has been a key to success. C-Therm has developed
a client profile that it shares with its distributors as a template used to
identify and qualify new clients. It does not wait for tenders to be issued,
instead through its identification and qualification efforts, it engages
with the prioritized potential purchasing organizations that fit its target
customer profile.
4.	EU business environment: In general, the EU is an attractive environment to
do business. Companies thinking about the EU should conduct their market
research and analysis, travel to trade events, and network.

Public Procurement

One area that C-Therm would like to see improved in the public procurement
market is consistency in processes and requirements across all member
countries.
A challenge has been bureaucracy in certain EU markets and the requirement for
having RFP responses and relating documentation notarized.
Another challenge has been receipt of payments. Cycles are usually longer in
the EU than in the US, so the C-Therm takes advantage of Export Development
Canada’s (EDC) payment insurance.
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APPENDIX C: SELECTED EU MEMBER STATE COUNTRY PROFILES
The following EU member state country profiles contain summarized public procurement information based on
research and analysis of the TED public procurement database and are designed to be used as a tool for Atlantic
SMEs when seeking opportunities for EU export expansion. Included are potential future public procurement areas of
opportunity, average value of published above threshold (€135,000) contracts, highest value sector, amount of crossborder public procurement, and major public procurement trading partners.
Please note that research may be out of date at publication (2016) and should not be considered exhaustive.

United Kingdom

27

Potential public procurement
opportunity

• £72 billion (€91 billion) in transport infrastructure
• £800 million (€1 billion) in clean energy and £75 million (€95 million) in
innovative energy projects
• The government is focusing on supporting future R&D projects and is
planning on digitizing government services27

Average annual size of above threshold
(€135,000) public procurement contracts
between 2012 and 2014

• €52.4 billion
• While the number of contracts slightly decreased over these years, the total
value of contracts awarded dropped from €61 billion to €46 billion between
2012 and 2013
• 2014 was comparable to 2013 in terms of total size of public procurement in
value

Highest value sectors

• Almost 30% of the United Kingdom’s total value of public procurement
between 2012 and 2015 can be attributed to construction work, and 25% to
transports services
• If construction work and transport products and services are excluded,
health and social work services (13%); and business services (law, marketing,
consulting, recruitment, printing and security) (13%) are the products/
services the United Kingdom’s public authorities spend the most on

Cross-border procurement

• The average percentage value of cross-border procurement between 2012
and 2015 is 1.3%
• The number of contracts awarded to foreign companies increased from 2012
to 2013, but remained constant in 2014. However, between 2012 and 2013,
the value of contracts awarded considerably dropped (-60%), when 2013 and
2014 were compared, which seems to indicate that few large contracts were
awarded to foreign companies in 2012.

Major partners

• Although the United Kingdom had a large contract with South Korea in
2012, its more regular partners for public procurement are the United States,
Finland, the Netherlands and Germany

Chief Secretary to the Treasury (2013).Investing in Britain’s Future. Retrieved from: https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/209279/PU1524_
IUK_new_template.pdf
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France

28

Potential public procurement
opportunity

• France is focusing its investment in environment and clean energies
• The French government has allocated €668 million in urban development
(construction, energy, IT) and for development of smart cities throughout the
country28

Average annual size of above threshold
(€135,000) public procurement contracts
between 2012 and 2014

• €34.6 billion.
• While the number of contracts remained stable over these years, the total
value of contracts awarded decreased (-9% between 2012 and 2013 and -8%
between 2013 and 2014)

Highest value sectors

• Almost 53% of above threshold public procurement expenses between 2012
and 2015 can be attributed to construction work
• If construction work is excluded, sewage, refuse, cleaning and environmental
services (14.6%); repair and maintenance services (14.2%); and medical
equipment, pharmaceuticals and personal care products (8%) are the
products/services French public authorities spend the most on

Cross-border procurement

• The average percentage value of cross-border procurement between 2012
and 2015 is 2.5%
• The number of contracts awarded to foreign companies more than doubled
between 2012 and 2013, while the total value of cross-border public
procurement contracts awarded to foreign companies was stable
• In 2014, the number of contracts remained at the same level as in 2013, while
the value almost tripled, which indicates large contracts were awarded to
foreign companies in 2014

Major partners

• France’s major regular partners are the French overseas departments and
territories (majority Reunion Island and Guadeloupe), Germany and Belgium

Government of France Website (2016). Les Actions Du Gouvernement. Retrieved from: http://www.gouvernement.fr/les-actions-du-gouvernement; http://www.gouvernement.fr/appelsa-projets-et-manifestations-cgi
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Italy

29

Potential public procurement
opportunity

• Italy has allocated €332 million in cultural projects, in particular in
renovations and security in museums and historical places
• The government plans on implementing digital transformation in public
services, including health care and education29

Average annual size of above threshold
(€135,000) public procurement contracts
between 2012 and 2014

• €29.5 billion
• While the number of contracts slightly increased over these years, the total
value of contracts awarded fluctuated (+45% between 2012 and 2013 and
-20% between 2013 and 2014)
• The annual total value of public procurement can fluctuate easily if one or a
few large contracts are awarded in a given year; this is particularly true in the
construction and transport industries, where contracts are of significant value

Highest value sectors

• 20% of Italy’s above threshold public procurement between 2012 and 2015
can be attributed to construction work, and 15% to medical equipment,
pharmaceuticals and personal care products
• If construction work is excluded, financial and insurance services (11.6%); and
sewage, refuse, cleaning and environmental services (9.8%) are the products/
services Italy’s public authorities spend the most on

Cross-border procurement

• The average percentage value of cross-border procurement between 2012
and 2015 is 2.6%, and has been constant, both in number of contracts and in
value, over the past 4 years

Major partners

• Italy’s major regular partners are Austria, the United Kingdom and Germany

New York Times (2016). Italy says it will spend More Than $300 Million on Cultural Projects. Retrieved from: http://artsbeat.blogs.nytimes.com/2016/01/05/italy-says-it-will-spend-morethan-300-million-on-cultural-projects/?_r=0;
The Economist (2014). The Plan for Italy. Retrieved from: http://www.economist.com/news/21631939-matteo-renzi-prime-minister-italy-explains-how-he-aims-get-his-country-growingagain-plan;
Government of Italy (2012). Reform of the Italian Public Administration. Retrieved from: https://www.oecd.org/mena/governance/42601087.pdf
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Poland

30

Potential public procurement
opportunity

• Poland is focusing on large-scale infrastructure modernization
• In partnership with the EU, it is seeking to build 3,000 km of highway and
invest €15 billion in railways
• The government has a goal to switch from coal energy to nuclear power
starting in 2020
• A major investment focus is in research and development and in digitizing
government services
• The government is seeking to implement Internet access in rural areas
throughout the country, including schools30

Average annual size of above threshold
(€135,000) public procurement contracts
between 2012 and 2014

• €31.7 billion
• While the number of contracts slightly increased over these years, the total
value of contracts awarded largely increased (+27% between 2012 and 2013
and by +35% between 2013 and 2014

Highest value sectors

• Over 30% of Poland’s above threshold public procurement between 2012 and
2015 can be attributed to construction work
• If construction work is excluded, recreational, cultural and sporting services
(20.1%); medical equipment, pharmaceuticals and personal care products
(12.4%); and petroleum products, fuel, electricity and other sources of energy
(8.1%) are the products/services Polish authorities spend the most on

Cross-border procurement

• The average percentage value of cross-border procurement between 2012
and 2015 is 6.8%
• The number and total value of cross-border public procurement contracts
more than doubled from 2012 to 2013, and both remained constant in 2014

Major partners

• Poland’s major regular partners are Germany, Spain and Italy

Government of Poland Website (2014). Investment in Infrastructure. Retrieved from: https://www.premier.gov.pl/en/what-we-do/the-largest-building-site-in-europe.html;
World Nuclear Association (2016). Nuclear Power in Poland. Retrieved from: http://www.world-nuclear.org/information-library/country-profiles/countries-o-s/poland.aspx;
Radio Poland (2016). Development Minister Announces Economic Roadmap for Poland. Retrieved from: http://www.thenews.pl/1/12/Artykul/240951,Development-minister-announceseconomic-roadmap-for-Poland
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The Netherlands

31

Potential public procurement
opportunity

• The Netherlands are seeking to improve water management system
• The government is investing €1.2 billion in renewable energy and energy
efficiency projects
• The government wants to increase its annual defence expenses to help
international efforts against terrorism by €345 million and for domestic
security by €129 million
• The Netherlands plan to increase annual expenditure for elder care and
nursing homes by €210 million31

Average annual size of above threshold
(€135,000) public procurement contracts
between 2012 and 2014

• €5.7 billion
• While the number of contracts increased over these years, the total value
of contracts awarded largely decreased between 2012 and 2013 (-58%) and
increased again in 2014 (+28%)

Highest value sectors

• Over 50% of the Netherlands’ above threshold public procurement
expenditure between 2012 and 2015 can be attributed to construction work
• If construction work is excluded, financial and insurance services (36.3%);
sewage, refuse, cleaning and environmental services (10.8%); and agricultural,
forestry, horticultural, aquacultural and apicultural services (9.9%) are the
products/services the Dutch public authorities spend the most on

Cross-border procurement

• The average percentage value of cross-border procurement between 2012
and 2015 is 2.4%.
• The number of contracts was the same in 2012 and 2013, while the value total
increased by 21%
• The number of cross-border public procurement contracts increased by 60%
in 2014, while the total value dropped by 92% compared to 2013. This could
signify that the total value of public procurement is largely driven by a small
number of contracts

Major partners

• The Netherlands’ major regular partners are Belgium and Germany

Government of the Netherlands Website (2014). Innovative Water Management Projects Combined. Retrieved from: https://www.government.nl/latest/news/2014/03/26/innovativewater-management-projects-combined;
Government of the Netherlands (2015). Draft Budgetary Plan of the Netherlands. Retrieved from: http://ec.europa.eu/economy_finance/economic_governance/sgp/pdf/dbp/2015/201510-09_nl_dbp_en.pdf
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Germany
Potential public procurement
opportunity

• The German government plans to spend a total of €263 billion over the next
15 years on transportation, including roads, railways, and waterways
▶ Half of the money is earmarked for highways and other streets, while the
rest is to be divided between railways and waterways
▶ The investment would mean €15B per year, on average32
• The Digital Agenda 2014-2017 focuses on innovation, expansion of high-speed
networks and digital literacy and improved security and safety of IT systems
and services.
▶ The Digital Public Administration 2020 programme aims to improve
electronic processes in the public administration.
▶ One of the objectives is to achieve nationwide broadband coverage with at
least 50Mbps by 2018.33
• Ministry of Defense (BMVG) expenditure will increase by 4% to € 34.3 billion in
2016.34
▶ Investments in digital security include amongst others development of a
research center at the University of the Armed Forces in Munich (UniBwM).
▶ Investments in material will increase in percentage of the defense budget.
▶ Total spending of the Government at federal, state and local level for
Defense/Security reached about €77 billion in 201535
• Ministry of Justice and Consumer Protection (BMJV) spending will rise by 7%
to €745.5 million in 2016. In conjunction, the budget of the Ministry of Interior
(BMI) will increase by 23.7% to €7.8 billion. This rise is related to expenses
dealing with the refugee crises.
• Ministry of Health (BMG) spending will increase by almost 21% in 2016, to
€14.5 billion.36
• The expenditure of the Ministry for Families, Seniors, Women and Youth
(BMFSFJ) will rise by 3% to €9.1 billion.
• Ministry of Education and Research (BMBF) expenditure will continue to
rise by more than 7% to €16.4 billion. Total spending of the Government
at federal, state and local level for education reached about €130 billion in
2015.37
• Ministry of Transport and Digital Infrastructure (BMVI) expenditure will
increase by 5.5% in 2016 to €24.6 billion.
▶ The Federal Transport Infrastructure Plan (2030 FTIP), launched in
2016, aims to invest €264.5 billion until 2030 to modernize transport
infrastructure, based on the principle “structural maintenance before new
construction”. Structural maintenance accounts for 69% of the planned
investment.38
▶ FTIP funds allocation is 49.4% to roads, 41.3% to railways and 9.3% to
waterways.
▶ Government owned Deutsche Bahn (DB) has announced a €28 billion
spending plan from 2015-2019.39
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Germany
Average annual size of above threshold
(€135,000) public procurement contracts
between 2012 and 2014

• €14.6 billion.
• While the number of contracts increased over these years, the total value
of contracts awarded increased in 2013 (+27%), and then decreases in 2014
(-6%).

Highest value sectors

• Over 53% of Germany’s above threshold public procurement expenses
between 2012 and 2015 can be attributed to construction work.
• If construction work is excluded, petroleum products, fuel, electricity and
other sources of energy (16%); transport equipment and auxiliary products
to transportation (13.8%); and architectural, construction, engineering
and inspection services (8.1%) are the products/services Germany’s public
authorities spend the most on.

Cross-border procurement

• The average percentage value of cross-border procurement between 2012
and 2015 is 2.7%.
• While the number of contracts increased over these years, the total value
declined by 50% between 2012 and 2013, and slightly decreased in 2014.
This suggests that a small number of large contracts were awarded to foreign
companies in 2012.

Major partners

• Germany’s major regular partners are Austria and Switzerland.

32

Handelsblatt (2016). Germany Set to Invest More Than $260 Billion in Transport. Retrieved from: https://global.handelsblatt.com/breaking/exclusive-germany-to-invest-more-than-e260billion-in-transport

33

German Federal Government Website (2016). Digitale Agenda 2014-2017. Retrieved from: https://www.digitale-agenda.de/Webs/DA/DE/Home/home_node.html

34

German Federal Ministry of Defence (2016). 2016 Defence Budget. Retrieved from: https://www.bmvg.de/portal/a/
bmvg/!ut/p/c4/NYyxDgIhEET_iAVNLOzuvEJbGz077iC4CSyXvQUbP14onMm85iUDL2glWzFYwUw2whPmFc_
LRy2pBpWQcBfPWJKqnsWjw1Ao7G9b2qLAoz84r9ZMXjrFk2BjYCuZ1ZZZYjeFuRmFDmZtplEb_Y_5DqfrZTwac5hu4x22lIYfRpArNQ!!/c

35

German Armed Forces Website (2016). Largest Cyber Research Centre Established. Retrieved from: https://www.bundeswehr.de/portal/a/bwde/!ut/p/c4/NYs9E4IwEET_
UY5QKGNHoNHSBrFxAtzgjflgzsM0_niTwt2Z17xduENusB9arVAM1sENxplOU1JTWlDZl-zoHL5VQhJkfMgTPQYYyjEP5hhQCgWDUObKViKrLbK4YnbmbBQtMFa6N_pY_aO_
bWea4dLUh_5srrB53_4A2eifAw!!/

36

German Federal Ministry of Health Website (2016). The E-Health Act. Retrieved from: http://www.bmg.bund.de/themen/krankenversicherung/e-health-gesetz/e-health.html

37

German Federal Ministry of Education and Research (2016). Higher Education Pact. Retrieved from: https://www.bmbf.de/de/hochschulpakt-2020-506.html

38

German Federal Ministry of Transport and Digital Infrastructure (2016). Press Release. Retrieved from: http://www.bmvi.de/SharedDocs/EN/Pressemitteilung/2016/035-federal-transportinfrastructure-plan.html?linkToOverview=EN%2FPress%2FPressReleases%2Fpress-releases_node.html%23id201790

39

German Federal Ministry of Finance (2016). 2016 Federal Budget. Retrieved from: https://www.bundeshaushalt-info.de/#/2016/soll/ausgaben/einzelplan/14.html
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Belgium

40

Potential public procurement
opportunity

• The European Commission will be investing close to €50B over the next five
years towards creating a digital single market
• The Belgian government is spending €5.2 billion over 10 years for the
transportation network of Brussels
• The government is spending €400 million on security and counterterrorism
and €15 billion on military aircraft40

Average annual size of above threshold
(€135,000) public procurement contracts
between 2012 and 2014

• €14.6 billion
• Both the number of contracts and the total value of contracts awarded
increased over these years

Highest value sectors

• 28.3% of Belgium’s above threshold public procurement expenditure between
2012 and 2015 can be attributed to IT services and 16.8% to construction
work.
• If EU institutions are excluded, the products/services Belgium’s public
authorities spend the most on are construction work (33%); financial and
insurance services (16%); petroleum products, fuel, electricity and other
sources of energy (11%); and IT services (9%)

Cross-border procurement

• The average percentage value of cross-border procurement between 2012
and 2015 is 2.5%.
• While the number of contracts only slightly increased over these years, the
total value increased (+29% between 2012 and 2013 and +5% between 2013
and 2014).

Major partners

• Belgium’s major regular partners are France, Germany and the Netherlands.

European Commission Fact Sheet (2015). Digitising European Industry. Retrieved from: http://europa.eu/rapid/press-release_MEMO-16-1409_en.htm;
La Libre (2015). Un plan décennal d’investissement pour la Stib. Retrieved from : http://www.lalibre.be/actu/belgique/un-plan-decennal-d-investissement-pour-la-stib562400a63570b0f19f7b94bc;
RTL Info (2016). Voici les 18 nouvelles mesures du gouvernement pour lutter contre le terrorisme. Retrieved from : http://www.rtl.be/info/belgique/politique/voici-les-18-nouvellesmesures-du-gouvernement-pour-lutter-contre-le-terrorisme-772150.aspx;
Zonemilitaire, Opex360.com (2016). Le remplacement des avions F-16 belges coûtera près de 15 milliards d’euros. Retrieved from : http://www.opex360.com/2016/03/01/leremplacement-des-avions-f-16-belges-coutera-pres-de-15-milliards-deuros/
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Austria

41

Potential public procurement
opportunity

• Austria is planning to make targeted investments in education, research and
development, and infrastructure
• The country will spend €1 billion to make ultra-high speed internet accessible
to everyone by 202041

Average annual size of above threshold
(€135,000) public procurement contracts
between 2012 and 2014

• €2.3 billion
• Both the number of contracts and the total value of contracts awarded
remained quite stable over these years

Highest value sectors

• Over 47% of Austria’s above threshold public procurement expenses between
2012 and 2015 can be attributed to construction work
• If construction work is excluded, financial and insurance services (14.9%);
sewage, refuse, cleaning and environmental services (13.6%), petroleum
products, fuel, electricity and other sources of energy (10.5%), and transport
equipment (9.9%) are the products/services Austria’s public authorities spend
the most on

Cross-border procurement

• The average percentage value of cross-border procurement between 2012
and 2015 is 2.8%.
• The number and value of public procurement contracts were about the same
in 2012 and 2014, but there was a peak both in number and in value in 2013.

Major partners

• Austria’s major regular partner is Germany.

Austrian Federal Ministry of Finance (2016). Austrian Draft Budgetary Plan 2016. Retrieved from: http://ec.europa.eu/economy_finance/economic_governance/sgp/pdf/dbp/2015/201510-14_at_dbp_en.pdf
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Denmark

42

Potential public procurement
opportunity

• The Danish government is investing 2.4 billion kroner (€323 million) in the
health system and taking care of the elderly
• 500 million kroner (€67 million) will be invested in social services
• To stimulate growth in rural regions, the government plans to invest 150
million kroner (€20 million) per year until 2019 and 75 million kroner (€10
million) per year will be invested into food and agriculture initiatives
• The government will continue to focus on clean energy investments
• Denmark is seeking to limit carbon emissions in the country and has a goal to
develop its railway system42

Average annual size of above threshold
(€135,000) public procurement contracts
between 2012 and 2014

• €4.0 billion
• Both the number of contracts and the total value of contracts awarded
increased over these years, with a leap in value for 2014 (nearly doubled
compared to 2013).

Highest value sectors

• Over 48% of Denmark’s above threshold public procurement expenditure
between 2012 and 2015 can be attributed to construction work.
• If construction work is excluded, IT services (19.5%); health and social work
services (16.2%); sewage, refuse, cleaning and environmental services (12%),
and transport services (8.5%) are the products/services Denmark’s public
authorities spend the most on

Cross-border procurement

• The average percentage value of cross-border procurement between 2012
and 2015 is 9.6%.
• The number, value of public procurement contracts, and percentage of crossborder procurement over total public procurement contracts increased over
these years

Major partners

• Denmark’s major regular partners are the Netherlands and Sweden.

Danish Government Website (2016). Green Living. Retrieved from: http://denmark.dk/en/green-living;
Danish Ministry of Transport (2012). Danish Infrastructure Investments. Retrieved from: file:///C:/Users/alexander.mackinnon/Downloads/Danish%20Infrastructure%20Investments%20
%20%20netversion%20(2).pdf
D +C (2014). Raising Additional investment Capital. Retrieved from: http://www.dandc.eu/en/article/innovative-danish-approach-mobilising-private-capital-climate-relatedinvestments-developing;
CPH Post Online (2015). Government Proposes Budget Plan for 2016. Retrieved from: http://cphpost.dk/news/government-proposes-budget-plan-for-2016.html
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Finland

43

Potential public procurement
opportunity

• The Finnish government has prioritized several areas of investment for
2016-2018:
• Knowledge and education €300 million
• Wellbeing and healthcare €130 million
• Bioeconomy and clean technologies €300 million
• Digitalization, experimentation, and deregulation €100 million43

Average annual size of above threshold
(€135,000) public procurement contracts
between 2012 and 2014

• €2.0 billion
• Both the number of contracts and the total value of contracts awarded
increased over these years.

Highest value sectors

• Over 51% of Finland’s above threshold public procurement spend between
2012 and 2015 can be attributed to construction work
• If construction work is excluded, repair and maintenance services (21.9%);
transport services (16.1%); and transport equipment (12.2%) are the
products/services Finland’s public authorities spend the most on

Cross-border procurement

• The average percentage value of cross-border procurement between 2012
and 2015 is 3.2%.
• Both the number of contracts and the total value of contracts awarded to
foreign companies increased over these years, with a leap in value for 2013,
suggesting a small number of contracts for that year

Major partners

• Finland’s major regular partner is Germany, Sweden, the Netherlands, and the
United States

Finnish Government Website (2015).Implementation of the Government Programme. Retrieved from: http://valtioneuvosto.fi/en/implementation-of-the-government-programme/
information
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Ireland

44

Potential public procurement
opportunity

• The investment priorities for Ireland are:
• €10 billion in transport, including roads and railways
• €3.8 billion in education (construction of schools and implementation of IT
systems)
• €3 billion in health care (new hospitals and equipment)
• €444 million in clean energy investments44

Average annual size of above threshold
(€135,000) public procurement contracts
between 2012 and 2014

• €516 million
• Both the number of contracts and the total value of contracts awarded
increased over these years, with a huge increase in value between 2012 and
2013 that was sustained in 2014 (+7%).

Highest value sectors

• Over 36% of Ireland’s above threshold public procurement expenditure
between 2012 and 2015 can be attributed to construction work.
• If construction work is excluded, sewage, refuse, cleaning and environmental
services (19.4%); food beverages and tobacco related products (13.6%);
transport equipment (9.4%), and construction materials (8.8%) are the
products/services Ireland’s public authorities spend the most on

Cross-border procurement

• The average percentage value of cross-border procurement between 2012
and 2015 is 8.5%.
• Although the value of cross-border procurement increased over these years, it
decreased in terms of percentage of total public procurement spending.

Major partners

• Ireland’s major regular partner is the United Kingdom.

Irish Times (2015). Capital Investment Plan 2016-2021: The main points. Retrieved from: http://www.irishtimes.com/news/ireland/irish-news/capital-investment-plan-2016-2021-themain-points-1.2371783
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Sweden

45

Potential public procurement
opportunity

• Sweden is planning to spend SEK 522 billion (€55.6 billion) for infrastructure
projects between 2014 and 2025
• The government wants to focus on clean energy: SEK 4.5 billion per year(
€0.48 billion)45

Average annual size of above threshold
(€135,000) public procurement contracts
between 2012 and 2014

• €1.5 billion
• Both the number of contracts and the total value of contracts awarded
increased over these years. The value of contracts awarded almost doubled
from 2013 to 2014.

Highest value sectors

• Over 36% of Sweden’s above threshold public procurement expenses
between 2012 and 2015 can be attributed to construction work.
• If construction work is excluded, transport services (26.6%); repair
and maintenance services (17.8%); transport equipment (13.3%); and
architectural, construction, engineering and inspection services (10.2%) are
the products/services Sweden’s public authorities spend the most on

Cross-border procurement

• The average percentage of cross-border procurement in value between 2012
and 2015 is 8.5%.
• Although the number of cross-border contracts decreased over these years,
especially in 2013, the total value of contracts awarded increased, with a
huge increase in value between 2012 and 2013 (multiplied by 7.5) that was
sustained in 2014 (+29%).

Major partners

• Sweden’s major regular trading partners are Germany, Norway, and Denmark

Business Sweden (2014). Tremendous Potential for Foreign Companies. Retrieved from: http://www.business-sweden.se/en/Invest/industries/infrastructure-and-construction/;
Government of Sweden Website (2016). Investments in Climate Change Adaptation and Energy. Retrieved from: http://www.government.se/articles/2015/09/investments-in-climatechange-adaptation-and-energy/
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Luxembourg

46

Potential public procurement
opportunity

• Luxembourg has prioritized investment in space technology:
• €200 million R&D in space exploration and mining
• Satellites for surveillance and defence46

Average annual size of above threshold
(€135,000) public procurement contracts
between 2012 and 2014

• €999 million
• The total value of contracts awarded increased over these years. The value of
contracts awarded almost doubled from 2012 to 2013.

Highest value sectors

• 25.4% of Luxembourg’s above threshold public procurement expenses
between 2012 and 2015 can be attributed to construction, 19.8% to IT services
and 18.1% to business services
• If EU institutions are excluded, the products/services Luxembourg’s public
authorities spend the most on are construction work (67%) and media (9%)

Cross-border procurement

• The average percentage value of cross-border procurement in value between
2012 and 2015 fluctuated over these years

Major partners

• Luxembourg’s major regular partners are Germany and Belgium

Space News (2016). Luxembourg Invest to Become the ‘Silicon Valley of Space Resource Mining’. Retrieved from: http://spacenews.com/luxembourg-invests-to-become-the-siliconvalley-of-space-resource-mining/;
Luxembourg Government Website (2016). Le Luxembourg lance un cadre pour soutenir l’utilisation future de ressources spatiales. Retrieved from: http://www.luxembourg.public.lu/fr/
actualites/2016/02/03-space/index.html
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In prioritizing EU procurement opportunities for Atlantic Canadian SMEs, the following criteria
were used:
Type of products and services procured by the EU and their alignment with Atlantic Canadian
exports: A key question a company seeking to export to EU public entities should consider is: “Which
member states are buying what I sell, and to what extent?”
Language: Since there is no obligation for tender documents to be translated into English or French
on TED, additional challenges and costs may accrue to an Atlantic Canadian company to enter the
public procurement market of a non-English or non-French speaking EU member state. Therefore, a key
prioritization criterion is that English or French should be an official language of the member state.
Size of public procurement: The countries with the highest spending in public procurement in the
past three years are the United Kingdom, France, and the Netherlands
Openness to international imports: Another consideration is the openness of the member state to
cross-border public procurement. Countries that have been contracting with foreign suppliers are
already comfortable navigating legal considerations, payment methods, and shipping procedures
that are required when sourcing abroad. A full list of cross border procurement can be found in
Appendix F.
Level of corruption: Lastly, it is important to evaluate the corruption in the EU member state before
entering the market. Some examples of how corruption affects public procurement outlined by
Transparency International include:
• Contracts to suppliers can be awarded without fair competition, allowing companies with political
connections to win
• Companies within the same industry can collude and rig their bids so that each gets a piece of the
work, which increases costs of services to taxpayers. Transparency International estimates that
corruption can add as much as 50% to project costs
To estimate this dimension, the report utilized the 2015 Transparency International corruption
perception index. According to Transparency International metrics, Western European countries and
Northern countries are less corrupt than Eastern countries and Southern European countries
Priority Markets: Data on planned future spending was compiled and data was reviewed to discern
where opportunities may exists for Atlantic Canadian SME’s.
The prioritization criteria were applied and the following countries have been sorted by largest value
of public procurement contracts. It will be up to each SME to determine for themselves the most
attractive market for their product, service and organization’s capacities.
Since no EU member state qualifies in all of the criteria, companies considering export to the
EU can assess the member state by the importance they place on each dimension. The table
opposite indicates that the United Kingdom, France, Belgium, and Germany have the largest public
procurement markets and are major buyers of products and services available from Atlantic Canada.
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EU Member

Total Public
Procurement
Market Value

Procure
Atlantic
Canadian
Products/
Services

Language
(English or
French)

Procurement
with Canada
(2012-2015)

Procurement
with Atlantic
Canada
(2012-2015)

Corruption
level 70 or
higher
(0 = highly
corrupt,
100 = clean)

€11,580M

a

€76M
(0.65%)

a

22

2

a

France

€8,580M

a

€329M
(3.83%)

a

33

Italy

€5,180M

a

€41M
(0.79%)

4

Poland

€4,900M

a

€230M
(4.69%)

11

The
Netherlands

€3,140M

Germany

€2,010M

United
Kingdom

Procure
from Foreign
Countries in
value and
% of total
Value

€55M
(1.63%)

a

a

€75M
(3.76%)

a

2

a

13

a

Belgium

€840M

€44M
(5.21%)

a

6

a

Austria

€570M

€22M
(3.77%)

a

1

a

Denmark

€400M

€34M
(4.35%)

a

8

a

Finland

€290M

€14M
(4.64%)

a

1

a

Ireland

€260M

€64M
(24.22%)

a

10

Sweden

€210M

€4M
(1.94%)

a

3

a

€70M

€0.2M
(0.23%)

a

0

a

Luxembourg
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Prioritization Criteria: Corruption Perceptions Index (CPI)
Data source: Transparency International’s Corruption Perceptions Index (CPI) (2015).The CPI scores
and ranks countries/territories based on how corrupt a country’s public sector is perceived to be. It is
a composite index, a combination of surveys and assessments of corruption, collected by a variety of
reputable institutions. The CPI is the most widely used indicator of corruption worldwide.47

EU Member State

47

Corruption Perceptions Index
(0 = highly corrupt; 100 = very clean)

United Kingdom

81

Denmark

91

Finland

90

Sweden

89

The Netherlands

87

Luxembourg

81

Germany

81

Belgium

77

Austria

76

Ireland

75

France

70

Estonia

70

Portugal

63

Poland

62

Lithuania

61

Cyprus

61

Slovenia

60

Spain

58

Malta

56

Czech Republic

56

Latvia

55

Slovakia

51

Hungary

51

Croatia

51

Romania

46

Greece

46

Italy

44

Bulgaria

41

http://www.transparency.org/cpi2015.
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APPENDIX E: COMPARISON BETWEEN ATLANTIC CANADIAN SME DATABASE
AND EU PUBLIC PROCUREMENT SPEND FROM THE TED DATABASE
Highlighted rows are identified growth sectors in Atlantic Canada.

Products/services

Number of Atlantic
Canadian owned SMEs

Average annual value
of EU public procurement
in 2012-2014

Administration, defence and social security services

25

€1,120M

Agricultural machinery

58

€102M

Agricultural, farming, fishing, forestry and related products

521

€247M

Agricultural, forestry, horticultural, aquacultural and
apicultural services

81

€7,748M

Architectural, construction, engineering and inspection services

1,112

€7,381M

Business services: law, marketing, consulting, recruitment,
printing and security

2,660

€8,196M

Chemical products

27

€993M

Clothing, footwear, luggage articles and accessories

979

€634M

0

€143M

Collected and purified water
Construction structures and materials; auxiliary products to
construction (except electric apparatus)

1,078

€2,530M

Construction work

5,592

€76,019M

Education and training services

389

€2,490M

Electrical machinery, apparatus, equipment and
consumables; lighting

849

€1,866M

1,009

€6,913M

Food, beverages, tobacco and related products

996

€3,479M

Furniture (incl. office furniture), furnishings, domestic appliances
(excl. lighting) and cleaning products

950

€2,099M

Financial and insurance services
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APPENDIX E: COMPARISON BETWEEN ATLANTIC CANADIAN SME DATABASE AND
EU PUBLIC PROCUREMENT SPEND FROM THE TED DATABASE

Products/services

Number of Atlantic
Canadian owned SMEs

Average annual value
of EU public procurement
in 2012-2014

Health and social work services

4,077

€5,617M

Hotel, restaurant and retail trade services

4,749

€2,495M

535

€1,550M

Industrial machinery
Installation services (except software)

0

€223M

IT services: consulting, software development, Internet and
support

301

€9,417M

Laboratory, optical and precision equipment (excluding glasses)

127

€1,934M

Leather and textile fabrics, plastic and rubber materials

82

€110M

Machinery for mining, quarrying, construction equipment

83

€488M

Medical equipment, pharmaceuticals and personal
care products

75

€35,420M

Mining, basic metals and related products

540

€309M

Musical instruments, sport goods, games, toys, handicraft, art
materials and accessories

709

€246M

Office and computing machinery, equipment and supplies
except furniture and software packages

202

€4,443M

Other community, social and personal services

664

€1,012M

Petroleum products, fuel, electricity and other sources of energy

3

€12,140M

Postal and telecommunications services

53

€1,797M
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Products/services

Number of Atlantic
Canadian owned SMEs

Average annual value
of EU public procurement
in 2012-2014

Printed matter and related products

499

€1,097M

Public utilities

17

€1,656M

Radio, television, communication, telecommunication and
related equipment

327

€2,286M

Real estate services

1,932

€1,161M

Recreational, cultural and sporting services

1,596

€563M

Repair and maintenance services

2,534

€8,605M

Research and development services and related
consultancy services
Security, fire-fighting, police and defence equipment

279
0

€709M
€1,419M

Services related to the oil and gas industry

309

€559M

Sewage, refuse, cleaning and environmental services

417

€11,821M

Software package and information systems

0

€2,308M

Supporting and auxiliary transport services;
travel agencies services

176

€1,394M

Transport equipment and auxiliary products to transportation

1,568

€10,488M

Transport services (excluding waste transport)

1,570

€15,717M

Source: OneSource - Companies with less than 100 employees or $10M in sales, owned in Atlantic Canada. Total of 44,055 companies; TED

Growth industry sectors in Atlantic Canada: Aerospace and defence, Agriculture and agri-food, Aquaculture, Biotechnology,
Business and professional services, Construction, E-business, Energy, Environmental technologies, Information and
communications technology, Ocean technologies, Research and development, and Seafood; Source: Atlantic Canada
Opportunities Agency (2015).
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APPENDIX F: DETAILED EU PROCUREMENT ANALYSIS
This appendix contains detailed analyses of the TED database, including EU institution contracts and
cross-border procurement. The majority of EU institutional procurement expenditures are in Belgium
and Luxembourg, because a majority of EU institutions are headquartered there. The top three
countries, in terms of value of cross-border contracts in 2014, were Poland, France, and Slovakia.
Under TED guidelines, public authorities are classified as follows:
• European Institutions or Int’l Organizations
• National or federal agencies
• Ministries or other national/federal authorities
• Regional or local agencies
• Regional or Local Authorities
• Bodies governed by public law
• Utlities
Proportion of EU Institution Contracts, by Member State (2014)
United Kingdom
Slovakia
Slovenia
Sweden
Romania
Portugal
Poland
Netherlands
Malta
Latvia
Luxembourg
Lithuania
Italy
Ireland
Hungary
Croatia
Greece
France
Finland
Spain
Estonia
Denmark
Germany
Czech Republic
Cyprus
Bulgaria
Belgium
Austria
-

10

Contract value for other contracts ( )
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Belgium and Luxembourg public procurement demand is highly driven by EU institutions. In
2014, 62.8% of Belgian public procurement spending and 69.4% of Luxembourg’s spending was
on EU institution contracts. Atlantic SMEs that are interested in selling to EU institutions should
consider these markets.
Cross-border EU procurement
In terms of GDP, the EU is the largest market in the world and accounts for 20% of global imports
and exports. About one third of the EU trade is made with non-member states.48
In the following analysis, external trade for public authorities is defined as cross-border
procurement. Direct cross-border public procurement takes place when a public contract in
a member state is partly or fully performed by contractors from abroad. Indirect cross-border
public procurement, on the other hand, occurs when the contract is executed by an affiliate of
a foreign company residing in the country that launches the tender. For the purposes of this
analysis, only direct cross-border procurement is considered.
To avoid bias in the cross-border procurement analysis by member state, EU institutions were
excluded, considering that in some countries like Belgium and Luxembourg, cross-border
contracts are mostly for EU institutions. The most open countries in 2014 in terms of value
of cross-border procurement were Poland, France, and Slovakia. Countries that have been
contracting with foreign suppliers are already comfortable navigating legal considerations,
payment methods, and shipping procedures that are required when sourcing abroad. Note the
following: Eastern European countries still suffer from after effects belonging to the Soviet Block
and lack capacity. Consideration of these opportunities should adequately include assessment of
corruption levels in these countries.

EU Member State

EU total percentage of cross-border
procurement

Percentage of cross-border procurement
outside of EU

In number of
contracts

In value of
contracts

In number of
contracts

In value of
contracts

2012

1.26%

3.15%

0.27%

0.93%

2013

1.53%

1.82%

0.5%

0.81%

2014

1.55%

4.81%

0.48%

0.84%

2015

1.76%

2.99%

0.52%

0.89%

Source: Tenders Electronic Daily data and team analysis

48

European Union (2015). About the EU. The Economy. Retrieved from: http://europa.eu/about-eu/facts-figures/economy/index_en.htm
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EU Member State

Number of cross-border contracts

Value of cross-border contracts

France

1,732

€1,317M

Poland

1,145

€2,639M

United Kingdom

687

€438M

Germany

559

€254M

Czech Republic

505

€640M

Belgium

299

€218M

Latvia

279

€642M

Ireland

250

€45M

Italy

224

€860M

Netherlands

219

€18M

Denmark

217

€807M

Austria

189

€49M

Romania

140

€1,015M

Estonia

137

€50M

Slovakia

133

€1,412M

Lithuania

117

€305M

Hungary

114

€397M
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EU Member State

Number of cross-border contracts

Value of cross-border contracts

Slovenia

110

€235M

Finland

100

€31M

Spain

98

€57M

Sweden

96

€67M

Bulgaria

79

€136M

Luxembourg

75

€52M

Croatia

59

€98M

Portugal

53

€108M

Cyprus

51

€30M

Greece

44

€240M

Malta

34

€23M

Source: Tenders Electronic Daily data and team analysis
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Although we see a slight increase in the EU percentage of cross-border contracts over the last 3 years,
the level of cross-border procurement in value is variable from year to year, as a few large contracts
(in construction, transportation or defense particularly) can dramatically increase the overall value of
contracts in the EU. However, the level of cross-border procurement outside of the EU has remained
low and fairly constant over the past 3 years. This could be related to the fact that the EU has entered
Free Trade Agreements (FTA) with a relatively low number of countries (32) compared to its very large
market. With the recent trend towards FTAs (e.g., CETA with Canada and the TTIP with the United
States); the level of cross-border procurement outside of the EU could increase in the next few years,
particularly for Canadian companies.
The current number of cross-border contracts is low - the economic phenomenon of home country
bias is well documented and not limited to the EU. A study on the issue conducted in 2006 noted that
on average, a EU1549 country spends 86% on national products, 10% on products from other EU15
countries, and 4% on products from other OECD countries.50
Considering the general movement towards trade liberalization in the EU in recent decades, and with
the implementation of CETA, the number of contracts between EU public authorities and Canadian
companies is expected to increase for the years following ratification of the agreement.
Total Value of Contracts Imported, Published on TED, by Product and Service Type (2014)
Collected and purified water
Real estate services
Public utilities
Agricultural machinery
Agricultural, farming, fishing, forestry and related products
Musical instruments, sport goods, games, toys, handicraft, art materials
Leather and textile fabrics, plastic and rubber materials
Installation services (except software)
Agricultural, forestry, horticultural, aquacultural and apicultural services
Recreational, cultural and sporting services
Mining, basic metals and related products
Food, beverages, tobacco and related products
Hotel, restaurant and retail trade services
Postal and telecommunications services
Health and social work services
Clothing, footwear, luggage articles and accessories
Supporting and auxiliary transport services; travel agencies services
Machinery for mining, quarrying, construction equipment
Other community, social and personal services
Education and training services
Petroleum products, fuel, electricity and other sources of energy
Furniture (incl. office furniture), furnishings, domestic appliances (excl.
Administration, defence and social security services
Radio, television, communication, telecommunication and related
Chemical products
Services related to the oil and gas industry
Construction structures and materials; auxiliary products to construction
Industrial machinery
Printed matter and related products
Financial and insurance services
Research and development services and related consultancy services
Electrical machinery, apparatus, equipment and consumables; lighting
Medical equipments, pharmaceuticals and personal care products
Repair and maintenance services
Sewage, refuse, cleaning and environmental services
Transport services (excl. Waste transport)
Software package and information systems
Laboratory, optical and precision equipments (excl. glasses)
Office and computing machinery, equipment and supplies except
Security, fire-fighting, police and defence equipment
Business services: law, marketing, consulting, recruitment, printing and
Architectural, construction, engineering and inspection services
Transport equipment and auxiliary products to transportation
IT services: consulting, software development, Internet and support
Construction work
0

Source: Tenders Electronic Daily data and team analysis

1

2

3

4

5

Billions

49

The EU15 refers to the European Union from 1995 to 2004 and comprised the following 15 countries: Austria, Belgium, Denmark, Finland, France, Germany, Greece, Ireland, Italy,
Luxembourg, Netherlands, Portugal, Spain, Sweden, United Kingdom

50

Juan Delgardo, Bruegel Policy Brief, Issue 2006/05 (2006). Single Market Trails Home Bias. Retrieved from: http://aei.pitt.edu/8330/
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Top 10 Atlantic SME Products and Services Currently Exporting or Targeting for Export
IT services: consulting, software development, Internet and support
Services related to the oil and gas industry
Agricultural, farming, fishing, forestry and related products
Architectural, construction, engineering and inspection services
Software package and information systems
Administration, defence and social security services
Business services: law, marketing, consulting, recruitment, printing and security
Research and development services and related consultancy services
Education and training services
Agricultural, forestry, horticultural, aquacultural and apicultural services

0

Exported in the past 3 years

2
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14

16

18

20

# of Respondents

Consider exporting in the next 3 years

Source: Online Survey

According to the survey respondents, the top 5 targeted for export are IT software and information
systems, oil and gas, agricultural products, architectural services, and business services.
While only a small number of respondents are currently providing services to public organizations
in the EU, many anticipate providing services to EU public organizations in the next three years.
Many respondents indicate that they currently provide services to Canadian public sector clients
(crown agencies or utilities, municipalities, provincial governments, and federal government); these
SMEs could potentially expand their services for export to international public sector clients.51

Public Sector Entity Clients
EU Bodies governed by public law
EU Municipalities
EU Regional government(s) (sub-central)
EU Central government(s) (member state level)
Crown agencies or utilities
Canadian municipalities
Canadian provincial government(s)
Canadian federal government
None
0
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Source: Online Survey

51

Online Survey (2016). Opportunities for Atlantic Canadian SMEs in European Union Public Procurement.
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APPENDIX G: DETERMINE WHETHER CETA
APPLIES FOR A GIVEN OPPORTUNITY
There are four tests used to determine if CETA applies to any given procurement opportunity:
1.	Is the purchasing entity covered under the agreement?
2.	Is the good, service, or construction service being purchased covered?
3.	Is the contract value equal to or higher than the purchasing entity’s procurement threshold?
4.	Are there any other limitations that might prevent CETA from being applicable in the case of
this contract?
When these tests are met, a contractual transaction is to be regarded as “covered” and subject to
the agreement.
1. Who is the purchaser?
The first step is to determine if the purchasing entity is covered, i.e., if the entity is among those listed
as being a recognized public sector entity in the jurisdiction. The recognized public sector entities are
all listed in the annexes to the Government Procurement chapter as follows:
• European entities ( the three main EU-level institutions: European Commission, European
Parliament and European Council)
• Member state Government entities: specifically excluding security/intelligence agencies, Parliament
and agents of Parliament;
• Sub-central entities (regional and local entities and bodies governed by public law, including
hospitals, schools, universities and social services;
• Government corporations at all level of government, as well as corporations or entities owned or
controlled by a municipal governments; and
• Public utilities including airports, urban transit, ports, drinking water and sewage, electricity/gas/
heat generation and distribution.
2. What is being purchased?
It is necessary to determine if the good or service being purchased is covered. Goods such as military
hardware are generally excluded, for example. Article 19.3 of the Government Procurement chapter
specifically outlines the following as exceptions:
• Procurement of arms, ammunition, or war materials;
• Procurement indispensable for national security; and
• Procurement for national defence.52
The full text of the CETA Government Procurement Chapter (Chapter 19), containing the detailed list
of exceptions, is available at: http://international.gc.ca/trade-agreements-accords-commerciaux/agracc/ceta-aecg/index.aspx?lang=eng;
Annexes 19-4, 19-5, and 19-6 (p. 500-507) contain a listing of all goods and services in public
procurement exempted under the agreement.

52

Global Affairs Canada (2016). Canada-European Union: Comprehensive Economic and Trade Agreement (CETA). P.130-131. Retrieved from: http://trade.ec.europa.eu/doclib/docs/2016/
february/tradoc_154329.pdf
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3. Does the contract value equal or exceed the entity’s procurement threshold?
The third determination is whether or not the value of the contract is equal to, or greater than
the threshold for this entity and type of good or service. Thresholds vary according to the level of
government and the nature of the good or service. The point at which CETA becomes applicable
is determined by government procurement thresholds of the estimated value of the contract.
These thresholds below have been set at levels generally consistent with the WTO-GPA and
international practice and are subject to adjustments once every even-numbered year.

Product or Service
Being Purchased

Goods and Services

Construction

Purchasing Entity

Threshold

Estimated Threshold
July 2016*

European entities
and Central Member
States entities

€130,000

$187,000

Sub-central entities

€200,000

$288,000

Other sub-central entities

€355,000

$511,000

Utilities

€400,000

$575,000

€5,000,000

$7,190,000

All entities

Full details of the range of thresholds are contained in Annexes 19-1 to 19-6 of the agreement
(P.389, 393, 399, 401-402, 410, 429, 495, 496, 497, 506 ).53
Are there any other limitations that might prevent CETA from being applicable in the case
of this contract?
There are a number of specific contractual circumstances in which CETA would not apply. For
example, Canada has noted shipbuilding as an exclusion from the agreement, among several
others. The general exemptions that are applicable to both parties include the protection
of national security interest in procurement, as well as contracts that could be reasonably
interpreted to potentially impact health, morals, safety, and intellectual property.

53

Canada-European Union: Comprehensive Economic and Trade Agreement, Annexes 19-1 to 19-6: P.389, 393, 399, 401-402, 410, 429, 495, 496, 497, 506 and Global Affairs Canada (2016).
Canada-European Union Comprehensive and Economic Trade Agreement. Retrieved from: http://international.gc.ca/trade-agreements-accords-commerciaux/agr-acc/ceta-aecg/
index.aspx?lang=eng
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Regulations and process
The Government Procurement Chapter of CETA applies to contractual transactions to acquire
goods or services for the direct benefit or use of the government.
The general provisions of the government procurement chapter are important to highlight. The
chapter covers contracts for purchase, lease, rental or hire purchase, with or without an option to
buy, with the following exceptions:
• Procurement by one government entity from another is not included;
• Procurement with a view to commercial sale or resale;
• Acquisition or rental of land or immoveable property such as existing buildings;
• Non-contractual agreements such as loans or fiscal incentives;
• Public employment contracts; and
• Procurement for international assistance, development or under international cooperative
agreements, or procurement funded by international grants or loans
EU tender notification process:
The following applies to all above threshold (€130,000) public procurement contracts,
including centralized purchased contracts, and any public entity in the EU:
• Certain notices must be published on the Supplement of the Official Journal of the European
Union (OJEU), available on the TED website: http://ted.europa.eu/TED/main/HomePage.do
• Contract notice or notice of a design contest is published in full in one official language of the
EU and a summary is translated into other languages.
• Notice of the contract award announcing the results of the public tender.54
• The OJEU is also available online on TED: Although public entities can advertise their tenders
more widely, they must publish them in the OJEU first. It is forbidden for public entities to
include information about the tenders that would not be included in the OJEU notice. Public
authorities may use different criteria to evaluate tenders. The most common are lowest price
and most economically advantageous tender (MEAT). MEAT criteria aim to ensure quality
and best value for money by putting more emphasis on environmental considerations, social
aspects or innovative characteristics, the experience of the staff performing the contract or
offers of after-sales service and technical assistance, while still taking into account the price or
life cycle costs of the work, good or service procured.55
• Bidding processes are required to be transparent and the authority must inform each applicant
of the weighting of each criterion.

54

The Official Website of the European Union (2016). Public Contracts Rules and Procedures. Retrieved from: http://europa.eu/youreurope/business/public-tenders/rules-procedures/
index_en.htm

55

European Parliament (2014). New EU-rules on public procurement - ensuring better value for money. Retrieved from: http://www.europarl.europa.eu/news/en/newsroom/20140110BKG32432/new-eu-rules-on-public-procurement-ensuring-better-value-for-money
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Bidding Processes
There are five types of public procurement procedures:
1.	 Open procedure: any business may submit a tender. In 2014, 87% of the published contracts were
listed in this category.
2.	 Restricted procedure: any business may ask to participate, but only those who are pre-selected
will be invited to submit a tender.
3.	 Negotiated procedure: the public authority invites at least three businesses with whom it will
negotiate the terms of the contract. Most contracting authorities can use this procedure only in a
limited number of cases.
4.	 Competitive dialogue: The public authority must invite at least three candidates to a dialogue
in which the final technical, legal and economic aspects are defined. After the dialogue, the
candidates submit their final proposals.
5.	 Electronic auction: Before starting an auction, the authority must make a full initial evaluation
of the tenders and allow only the compliant ones to take part. The invitation to participate in the
auction must state the date and time of the auction and the number of bidding rounds. It should
also set out the mathematical formula that will determine the automatic rankings. In each round a
bidder is able to see their ranking compared to competitors, without knowing their identity. 
Public procurement contracts over €135,000 must be published on the EU TED website. In 2014,
more than 500,000 contracts were published on TED. Of these contracts, approximately 325,000 were
awarded with a total value of €262.6 billion about half of the contracts published in 2014 originated
from Poland and France. The largest above threshold public procurement markets are in the
United Kingdom, France, Italy, Poland, Spain and Germany, representing about two thirds of the EU
government procurement spending.
While the United Kingdom is the largest market, in terms of value, it has voted to leave the EU.
However, a negotiated withdrawal could take two years to complete, according to the European
Parliament Think Tank. That gives Canada and the United Kingdom time to pursue a bilateral trade
deal to avoid being without a trade agreement between the trade partners.
Top 14 Countries + Canada by Value and Number of Public Procurment
Contracts Awarded on TED (2014)
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